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This thesis combines a theoretical perspective and a methodological technique in order to clarify the concept of negotiation.

The

theoretical perspective represents a merging of a formal analysis as
suggested by Georg Sirnrnel and Erving Goffm.an and an interactional
emphasis upon reciprocity of actions as proposed by Herbert Blumer.
Accordingly, a methodological scheme was constructed to examine
negotiations in. terms of their £orn1s and content.

The

rnethodolog~.cal

scheme was used to analyze 41 sessions of therapist-client inter-

actions in a mental health clinic.

Incidentally, five therapists and 23

clients were involved in the 41 dyadic sessions.

All the sessions were

observed, recorded and analyzed by the thesis writer.

The data

analysis identified eight patterns of formal negotiation and the patterns
within the entire course of the interaction between therapist and client.
Also, the analysis of content negotiation included an investigation of
instances where the therapist attempted to persuade the client to
change a verbal stance and where the conversation would shift between
obtaining information and giving opinions.

The contents of the therapy

session were also explored in relation to the forms of interaction and
to the entire interaction itself.

It was found that consistency between

interactional forms, content, and processes characte:dzed neither any
one particular therapist nor any therapist-client relationship.

In

short, the interactional process in a therapy session demonstrated
that negotiations were associated less with the persons involved than
they were with the dynamics of the encounter between the two persons.
Thus, the results substantiated the claims of those interactionists who
view the study of the process of interaction itself as an appropriate
and, indeed, significant sociological endeavor.
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PREFACE
Th~

purpose of this thesis is to clarify the concept

of negotiation.

In the first chapter, the theoretical

context and past definitional uses elucidating the concept
of negotiation will be reviewed.

Following the theoretical

discussion, a methodological scheme will be

expli~ated;

the

scheme was developed in an effort to operationalize the concept of negotiation within the context of therapistclient interaction.

In a third chapter, the utility of

the methodological scheme for identifying patterns of
negotiation will be examined by analyzing data collected
in dyaQic, therapist-client sessions.

In

addit~on

to

isolating models of negotiation in a therapist-client

sess~on,

the analysis of the data will specify the conditions under
which the patterns occur in an attempt to explain the
occurence of negotiation.

The analysis will also include an

evaluation of negotiation within the context of the complete
interview.

The final discussion will consider the theoretical

implications of the operational definition of negotiation.
That is, what will be explored is how the findings about
negotiation in one particular empirical sphere may be used
both to reflect on related theoretical endeavors and to
generate hypotheses for further empirical investigations.

CHAPTER I
A THEORETICAL REVIEW:

STUDIES OF NEGOTIATION

Introduction
Most studies of interaction featuring negotiation have
attempted to combine a theoretical framework with an empirical
study.

The first works to be discussed illustrate a conceptual

framework which originated within but is now somewhat differentiated from symbolic interactionism.

Then an exploration of

some relevant studies on the doctor-patient and therapistclient interview will be made.

Following a discussion of

Scheff's article on negotiation between

~herapist

and client,

a concise statement will summarize the theoretical perspective
to be employed in the thesis.
Interactionist Concepts Relevant to a Study of

Negotia~ion

The significance of the concept of negotiation is, in
part, derived from its representation of several issues addressed by interactionists.

The particular segment of inter-

actionism concerned with negotiation combines an interest in
the forms of interaction as first explicated by Georg Simmel
and an emphasis on the processual and reciprocal nature of
interpersonal encounters, as identified by George Herbert
Mead and Herbert Blumer.

One emphasis distinguishing a dra-

maturgical or formal stuay of interaction from a symbolic

2

interactionist viewpoint, particular

relevant here, .is

the concern of the former in discovering basic forms of
interaction which permeate a variety of contexts and situations.
A dramaturgical or formal study is illustrated by Goffman's
work, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, in which
he suggested that reciprocity of activity with resulting
changes in the behavior of the participants can be observed
within a single interaction.

Goffman defines interaction as

the reciprocal influence of individuals upon one
another's actions when in one another's immediate physical presence,
An interaction may be
defined as all the interaction which occurs throughout any one occasion when a given set of individuals are in one another's continuous presence ...

(1959: 15)
In a later commentary, Weinstein and Deutschberger assert
that the uisenchantment with Lewinian group dynamics and
Lintonian role theory set the stage, so to speak, for
the increased concern about the "process by which any interaction moves from its particular beginnings
ticular end."

to its par-

(1964: 452)

Moreover, interaction has often been identified in
terms of a bargaining framework or as a strategic game.
For instance, the economic model of a recriprocal exchange
when used to characterize the interactional process reinforces the idea that each participant attempts to exercise his/her direction over the flow of the action.
Weinstein and Deutschberger,

(1964:

452-453)

Indeed,

the tension between interactants is also accentuated by
describing interaction as a game of strategies.

That is,

3

the actions of persons in the interaction are viewed as
strategic moves which alter the position of the other participants within the situation.

(Goffman, 1969: 145)

At times, negotiation has been identified as the process by which a "definition of the situation 11 emerges.

In-

deed, the actions of participants, when seen within the strategic interaction framework, are at least partially attempts
to control the definition of the situation.

3-4)

(Goffman, 1959:

In other words, if a definition of the situation is

interpreted as a temporal agreement or a

11

working consensus"

between interactants, then negotiation is viewed as that
process by which various terms of the agreement are changed
throughout the encounter.

(Weinstein and Deutschberger,

1964: 454; Mccall and Simmons, 1966: 145)

Moreover a

perspective that seriously considers the import of process
within an interaction would necessitate the following type
of analysis:
the focus should be placed on the functions of
acts rather than exclusively on their content.
Lines of action must be observed, classified,
and analyzed in terms of their potential consequences for the responsive lines of action of
others.
(Weinstein and Deutschberger, 1964: 456)
It should be noted that it is not altogether clear
what kind of agreements are negotiated.

At least one type

of negotiation may be a debate over "who the person is."
Negotiations over the identity of participants may take
place within a :imited organizational sphere, as Goffman
has remarked:

"an organization can .•. be viewed as a place

for generating assumptions about identity."

(Goffman, 1961:

186)

Indeed, because organizations impose certain limits

4

on the actions of their members, observing interactions within
an institutional setting can
to be studied.

rest~ict

the range of negotiations

Perhaps this is why medical sociologists with

observations often limited to the Joctor-patient relationship became the first to utilize the notion of negotiation.
The Doctor-Patient RelationshiP
The doctor-patient relationship has received the attention of researchers, partially because it was thought
to represent the typical superordinate-subordinate type
of relationship.

For example, as recently as 1971, the

Martindales claimed that doctors wield authority over their
patients and the former "are exempt from the

req~irement

to treat patients as democratic equals.'' (1971: 157)

How-

ever, in a historical study, Szasz and Hollender have identified three basic models of the physician-patient relationship:

(1) activity-passivity resembling a parent-infant

relationship; (2) guidance-cooperation similar to a parentchild association; and (3) mutual participation where the
interaction would be on an adult-to-adult basis.

(1956: 586)

Thus, according to an interactionist perspective on negotiation, only one model, that

of

mutual participation, could

possibly present both doctor and patient exercising control
over the interactional process.

Moreover, the authors of

the models have noted that the doctor-patient relationship
resembles mutual participation only in chronic illnesses or
psychoanalysis, not in acute episodes of one type or another.

5
(Szasz and Hollender, 1?~6:

586)

In ather words, the

two preceding studies seem to be indicating that the status
differential between a doctor.and patient, evident at the
beginning of an interview, is generally maintained throughout the session by the doctor's control.

In short, nego-

tiation between doctor and patient does not exist in the main.
A contrasting perspective on the doctor-patient relationship is presented by Friedson, who views their interaction as al~ays in potential conflict.

(1962: 209) because

the client is personally involved in what is happening, the
client will attempt to control what is transpiring between
him- or herself and the doctor.

(Friedson, 1962: 209)

view of this conflict of interests,

In

Friedson has traced

three posable outcomes of doctor-client sessions:

(1) the

doctor accommodates the demands of the patient but may cease
to be a doctor;

(2) the client may be assertive and attempt

to control the situation; or (3) the doctor may use his
leverage as a professional to control the session with the
possibility of the patient demonstrating superficial cooperation and covert evasiveness.

(1962: 222-223)

In short,

Friedson's scheme, as opposed to Szasz and Hollender's model,
proposes that the statuses at the outset of a session are
often not as crucial to outcomes of encounters as is the
negotiation between doctor and patient occuring within the
session.
In addition, Roth has expanded the idea of client resistance to all staff-client relations within a hospital
setting.

(1962: 1963)

Roth indicates at least a modified
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negotiation occurs when clients exercise control: "All
professionals experience a greater or lesser degree of
such resistance to control from their clients and must in
part yield to it if the relationship is to be continued."
(1962: 577-578)

Moreover, the process of negotiation in a

hospital setting was the subject of a study conducted by
Strauss and his colleagues.

(1962)

Not only was the concept

of negotiation used to describe bargaining between patients
and professionals but the concept of negotiated order was
also applied to the bargaining and making of agreements among
different levels of staff, such as between professionals
and nonprofessionals.

It should be noted that the process

of negotiation in the Strauss group's three-year study was
perceived as an on-going phenomenon rather than limited to
a temporally- or spatially-bounded situation.

Despite the

varying contrasts of the Strauss' study to the present study
of negotiation between therapist and client, one overlap
should be noted--they found that "there is a patterned variability of negotiation in the hospital pertaining to who contracts with whom, about what, as well as when these agreements
are made." (Strauss, et al., 1963: 161)

Such a finding is

also an expectation of this study although it is confined to
a study of negotiation within a single therapy session.
Therapist-Client Encounters
As reflected in the literature on the doctor-patient
relationship, several sociological commentators have
stressed the status and power of the therapist as similar
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to that of a doctor in a doctor-patient relationship.

In

studying the role of therapist and client, Mechanic indicated that patient and therapist work best together if
their social backgrounds, values and identities are similar.

(1961: 194)

Not only may the therapist's status be superior

to that of the client at the outset of an interview, but
the therapist can continually control the session by maintaining "psychotherapeutic face," which is the normative
order of a therapeutic encounter, according to Blum and
Rosenberg.

(1969: 76)

They further assert that the psycho-

therapist can manipulate almost any activity of the client
for the former's benefit.

Indeed, even refusal of the client

to provide the therapist with information can be interpreted
as a failure in therapy which results not from any flaw in
the therapist's performance but from the client's being resistant,'' "lacking motivation," and so forth.
Rosenberg, 1969: 77-78)

(Blum and

A final work which interprets the

therapist-client interview as a one-sided affair with the
therapist directing the action is Jay Haley's investigation
of types of control exercised by both directive and nondirective therapists.

According to Haley, the directive

therapist encourages the patient to behave symptomatically
so that the therapist can "win control of the relationship"
by demanding that the patient behave as directed by the
therapist.

( 1959: 54-57)

In contrast, in non-directive

therapy, the therapist indicates subtly how the patient is
to behave but since the therapist denies that he/she is
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directing the patient's responses, the patient is faced
with a double bind and cannot, therefore, ever attain control
of the relationship.

(Haley, 1959: 57-63)

Thus, by concentrating studies on the therapists'
behavior, several researchers have more or less indiciateQ
that negotiation within the session is not possible because
of the therapist's control from outset to outcome.

Despite

the convincing arguments they have presented, several studies
have--in contrast--identified the therapist-client session
as an appropriate setting for the observation of negotiation.
Similar to Friedson's perspective on the doctor-patient
relation are the remarks made by Kenneth Burke.

That is,

psychoanalysis represents a fundamental incongruity, for the
coming together of the professional with a detached orientation
and a subject with an extremely personal point of view has
at least

~he

po~ential

1965: 128-129)

for resistance by the subjects.

(Burke,

Further, the argument against the dominance

of the therapist in a session with a client is advanced in
intera6tional language by Manford Kuhn, for he describes
the interview thusly:

"The interview, far from being a kind

of snapshot or tape-recording-- a simple report of fact or
emctions...~.

response, is instead an interactional situation.

(1962: 194)

Moreover, one might mistake Kuhn's writing for

Blumer's 'dhen the former comments that "Conjoint
not

ur~:tform,

(1962: 195)

11

activ~ty

is

identical action, but reciprocal action."
Thus, Burke and Kuhn seem to be arguing that

reciprocity and negotiation should not be regarded as the
exceptions in regard to therapist-client interaction but as

9
expected occurrences.
Finally, the seminal article on therapist-client
interaction by Scheff represents an

attem~to

say both that

the therapist exerts control throughout the interview and
that negotiation of responsibility occurs.
short, Scheff presents us with a paradox.

(1968)

In

On the one hand,

the process within the therapy session is explicated whereby
the client shifts from an original position of not being
responsible for the problem to a concluding stance that the
client is responsible for the problem.

On the other hand,

Scheff emphasized only the technique of the therapist as
being instrumental in changing the client's verbal stance.
In fact, after a comparison of the therapist's behavior with
that of a lawyer and his client, Scheff remarks that "the
difference in outcome is large

due to the differences in

technique used by the interrogators." (1968: 12)

In other

words, "Throughout the entire interview, the psychotherapist
is in complete control of the situation." (Scheff, 1968:
14)

Thus, when Scheff is considering the negotiation

process, he appears to be limiting the concept not only to
a change in responsibility but also to the client's changing
his or her view of reality.
At this point, an interactional perspective might
differ from Scheff.

That is, if negotiation is a bargaining

process where reciprocation characterizes the order, then

both client's and therapist's contributions shape the outcome.
Not only did Scheff neglect to note the significance of the

lG

client's contribution, but he also

lim~ted

negotiation

to one type of agreement, an agreement over responsibility
for a problem.

In contrast, ·the working consensus upon

which interaction is built may include agreements with
varying types of content and even an arrangement as to
the interactional styles used by participants.
However, before proceeding further, the significance
of Scheff's article should be noted.

Not only did Scheff

att;mpt to legitimate the concept of negotiation by examining it in a more thorough manner than had been done within
the confines of an interview, but he also endeavored to
generalize about differences in the process which influenced
the outcome of negotiations.

The hypotheses generated from

an in-depth comparison of a therapist-client and a lawyerclient interview included identifying sach categories as
"directness of questions and answers" and "counter-offers"
as significantly altering the negotiation process.
16)

(1958:

Finally, Scheff recognized that "these concepts and hypo-

theses are only suggestive until such times as operational
definitions can be developed."

(1968: 16)

Accordingly,

the next chapter presents an attempt to create an operational
definition of negotiation to be used within the context of
a therapist-client session.
The Proposed Perspective

The theoretical perspective to be. utilized in this
study is derived from Simmel's emphasis on forms and from

ll

Goffman's application of this formal perspective to the study
of interaction.

That is, the forms of interaction and how

the forms change and affect the flow of interaction are seen
as crucial to an adequate study of an interactional process.
The content of the interactions will be studied in terms of
its relation to the forms.

Also the interest in the back-

ground characteristics of the persons and their influence
upon the interactions is not considered a primary objective
of such a study.

The fascination, rather, centers on the

impact of actions by the two participants in a therapy
session upon one another's action and so on the "flow" of
the encounter.

CHAPTER II
AN OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF NEGOTIATION

Introduction
Since the concept of negotiation has not been empirically explored within the limits of a single therapy
session, it was necessary to develop a methodology commensurable with the theoretical perspective explicated in
the first chapter.

This chapter will explore some exist-

ing methods and their limitations in regard to studying
negotiation.

Then a more or less original methodological

scheme which will be used to code and analyze the data wjll
be

cutli:::ted.

The final section of the chapter will present

the particular circumstances under which the data were
collected.
Methodology
A central methodology employed by interactionists
is naturalistic observation.

Schatzman and Strauss have

elaborated why observation in the "field" is valued by
researchers who are focusing on the meaning of the phenomenon observed:
For the naturalistically-oriented humanist ...
the researcher must get close to the people
he studies; he understands that their actions
are best comprehended when observed on the
spot--in the natural, ongoing environment where
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they live and work.

(1973:

5)

Indeed, an earlier writer in the field of social psychiatry,
Harry Stack Sullivan, has commented that "psychiatry is
peculiarly the field of participant observation.'' (1954:
19)

Also, it is especially important for a researcher

studying changes and process to be an observer present in
the "field.
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(Glaser, 1965: 15)

Moreover, the role of the

detached observer appeared more suitable than the role of
participant observer,

for more specific and detailed

information may be attained by the observer who limits
his/her focus to certain units of observation.
1970: 232)

Although

researcher~

(Campbell,

studying interaction agree

on the necessity for doing careful observation, when the
issue of how the observation is to be done arises, all
agreement seems to dissipate.

Accordingly, several existing

methods for studying social interaction were examined and
evaluated in terms of their utility for this particular
study of negotiatiation in therapist-client interviews.
The twelve-fold scheme developed by Bales in Interaction Process Analysis

(1950) was originally examined for

its potential use in the study of negotiation.

Besides

the methodological difficulties of utilizing the Bales'
scheme such as reliability problems with a single coder,
there are some theoretical issues involved which, if
discussed, will delineate and thereby clarify the task to
be completed by this study.

For example, one use of the

Bales' scheme of coding interactions is the composition of

a portrait of each participant.

I~

f~ct,

an analogous

use of Bales' scheme was completed in a study of doctorpatient interaction.

In this study, after the coding had

been completed and punched on computer cards, ten factors
representing various models of doctor-patient relationships
were employed in an attempt to correlate certain types of
relationships with patient compliance or noncompliance with
the doctor's recommendations.

Although some of the factors

did not contain both doctor and patient behaviors, the
study was an attempt to generalize about types of complementary doctor-patient behaviors.

(Davis, 1968)

When the purpose

for using Bales' scheme is the discovery of a basic portrait
of a person, there is the implication that consistency
rather than inconsistency in a person's behavior reflects
the nature of the bahaviors in interaction.
scheme often illustrates a consensual model.
vations on the use of Bales' model para

In short, Bales'
Such obser-

ls what Jones and

Nisbett have said about the observer's orientation:

We wish to argue that there is a pervasive
tendency for actcrs to attribute their actions
to situational requirements, whereas observers
tend to attribute the same actions to stable
personal dispositions.
(1971: 2)
In other words, I am uncertain as to whether Bales' scheme
would be suitable for an analysis which is attempting to
take an ''actor's" perspective and to discover the reaDons
for changes in conduct within the interaction itself.
A second reason for not adopting Bales' scheme is a
specific clash of interests between qualitative and quantitative

l

researchers.

C'

,•

An observa~ion from Str~uss and his colleagues'

study of negotiation explains well the viewpoint of a qualitative researcher: "the propositions with which the fieldwork was concerned were primarily qualitative.

Amount or

degree was not so important to our theoretical interest as
occurrence and form" .. (l964: 35)

Thus, it was decided that

the coding scheme presented by Bales was too detailed for
the purpose of studying simple changes both in the forms and
in the context of the forms of negotiation.
In a search of the literature for methodological models
since Bales' book in 1950, a category scheme developed by
Strupp in 1960 to analyze psychotherapy was investigated.
Strupp's scheme was developed to compare "the techniques of
psychotherapists when they are in interaction with patients."
(Borgatta and Crowther, 1965: 19)

The main reason that

Strupp's method could not be adopted for a study of negotiation between therapist and client was the total absence
of measures to describe varying types of client participation
in therapy.

(Bar

ta and Crowther, 1965: 19-23)

None-

theless, Strupp's concept of technique, by which he meant
moves or strategies a therapist employs when interacting
with clients (Borgatta and Drowther, 1965: 10), can be usefully applied in a qualitative model attempting to study
forms of behavior.
A third methodology investigated for its usefulness
to the present undertaking was "context analysis," as demonstrated by Scheflen and Birdwhistell.

(Scheflen, 1965: 146)
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Scheflen reports this

ap~roach

enabled him to study the

meaning of behaviorB and to systematically analyze contexts to discover that meaning.

Moreover, Scheflen used

this methodological approach to investigate the "quasicourtship" nature of nonverbal gestures occurring between
therapist(s) and client(s) in clinical settings.

In the

following passage, Scheflen describes his method:
Briefly, the many elements of behavior are
examined to find their structural configurations as they appear in a stream of behavior ...
when a unit has been identified, each recurrence
of it is examined in the contexts in which it
occurs.
By contrasting what happens when it
does and does not occur, its function in the
larger systems--and, therefore, its significance or meaning--is derived. ( 196 5: 146-14 7)
Scheflen's emphasis on "structural configurations"
is reminiscent of Simmel's concept of formal sociology which
attempts to isolate forms from a heterogeneity of contents
and purposes.

Simmel described this type of sociology

in the following manner, "It thus proceeds like grammar,
which isolates the pure forms of language from their contents through which these forms, nevertheless, come to
life." (Wolff, 1950: 22)

Indeed, the significance of

searching for forms is the ability to generalize across
contexts which are substantively quite diversified.

In

short, it is a systematic methodology for the study of
varying contents.

Particularly relevant to the study of

negotiation is the realization that the strategic moves
to be studied in the interactions between therapist and
client not only affect the state of information or content
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but also the courses of action taken, that is--the forms
that follow.

(Goftman, 1969: 145)

a study of negotiation must

in~lude

Accordingly, I feel
both a consideration

for change in form and change in content.
As not~d in the first chapter, the theoretical perspective to be assumed differs somewhat from the traditional
focus of symbolic interactionism.

In addition, the method-

ology to be employed is more compatible with a formal analysis
than with the typical interactionist stance.

In the latter

framework, meaning for those being observed cannot be discovered by a researcher unless the researcher seeks out the
interpretations being utilized by the participants in regard
to their actions.

However, the approach taken here is more

similar to studies done by Goffmann in which the significance of an interaction is determined by the researcher by
close observation as to what actions succeed other actions.
In other word, the action context is perceived as communicating what is or is not significant to the participants
being observed.

Also, in this particular instance, early

informal communications with both therapists and clients
directed the researcher in constructing and analysing the
following methodological scheme.
The methodological scheme designed to study negotiation
borrows quite a few basic concepts and methods just
mentione~:

from Strauss, the idea of focusing on occurrences

and their forms; from Strupp, the concept of technique or
style

-~the

term employed here;

fto~

Scheflen, the approach
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he calls "context analysis;" and from Simmel and Goffman,
the separate study of form and

co~tent.

Finally, the purpose

of designing and applying this methodological scheme is to
identify whether Scheff adequately described the nature of
negotiation in therapist-client sessions.

Yet, at the same

time, the concepts to be used must be redefined in order to
clarify the analysis.

A few words which will be used repeat-

edly should be introduced first:

a move or a turn will be

used to mean one participant's turn at speaking; an interchange will indicate a turn at speaking by each participant
(Goffman, 1971); and a sequence will indicate any two or
more interchanges occurring consecutively in an interaction.
In addition the following four concepts have been identified
as the ones crucial to the methodological scheme:
Strategy:
Any contribution o~ either participant
which can be classed as representing a type of style,
such as a specific as opposed to a general question;
more than one strategy may characterize a single
turn at speaking by a participant;
Interactional Style:
A thematic descriptioh of a
therapist's or a client's behaviors based on the
strategies used by each party; it should be noted
that two styles for each participant have been identified and will be explicated in the following
section;
Negotiation:
Two Types
(1) Content Negotiation occurs whenever the therapist
or client changes a verbal stance taken on an issue
earlier in the interview;
(2) Style or Formal Negotiation occurs whenever the
therapist and client within two consecutive interchanges first use strategies belonging to one set
of styles and then both parties use strategies which
are classified as belonging to the contrasting set
of styles; it should be mentioned that a style negotiation may not require two full interchanges if a
participant uses two different styles in one turn.
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Non-l~otiatioi,!.:

T"J(' Types
(1) Content Non-negotiation occurs whenever neither
party changes a verbal stance within the therapy
session which is defined here as all communication
between a particular client and a particular therapist
at one specific time;
(2) Style Non-Negotiation: Two Types
(a) when no change of styles transpires
(b) when only one party changes styles
After studying Scheff's account of a psychotherapy
interview and examining a few preliminary protocols collected by this researcher, both· therapist's interactional
styles and client's participational forms have been dichotomized into two basic styles.

The interactional styles

will be defined by listing the strategies which identify

the style.
Therapist Styles:
(1) Supportive
(a) questions--general, somewhat vague,
asking for clarification; often rewords
client's response into a question
(b) gives opinion by means of anecdotes
or with conditional words like 11 it
seems •.. , 11 "It sounds ... ," 11 Maybe ... ,"
"I think ... ," "My experience has
been ..• , 11 "My fantasy i s ... 11
(c) asks for information with phrases like
"Could you tell me ..• ," "I"d like to
know ... ," 11 Can you explain that ... "
(d) gives praise for client's achievements
(e) answers questions clients may ask
(2) Confrontive
(a) questions--specific, at times asking
for client to justify past statements
or actions
(b) gives opinions or judgments as if
they are truisms; "That's the way
it is ... 11
(c) obtains information by specific
requests or by directing the session
by means of a specialized technique
such as Gesalt techniques
(d) utilizes material which is extraneous
to that session but which the client
has given in earlier sessions
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(e) initiates and re-initic:;tes
as desired
(f) does not
ansv.:er and may bypass quest ions
from clients
Client Styles:
(1) Assertive
(a) initiates topics to be the focus of the discussion and re-initiates topics of interest to
himself or herself
(b) volunteers opinions \·rhen not specifically asked
for by the therapist
(c) answerstherapist's questions but adds unsolicited information and may, in so doing, change
the topic
(d) challenges the therapist on occasion by asking
him or her to justify an action or statement
(2) Passive
(a) merely answers therapist's questions
(b) simply agrees with therapist's statements of
opinion
(c) asks clarifying questions of therapist
(d) asks therapist for direction, advice, or opinions on what the client has said or done or should
do 'in the future
Incidentally, the coding of the intervie1-1s was completed after the session had been recorded.

Although the coding was not checked for relia-

bility by having another person code the interviews, questions arising
.in the coding of the first few sessions were discussed with one of
the therapists at the clinic and with a fellow graduate student. The
coding proceeded in accordance with their advice.
The following figure illustrates the four possible configurations
of therapist and client styles:

THERAPIST
Supportive
CLIENt

STYLES:
Confronti ve

Assertive

1

2

Passive

3

!+

STYLES:

Figure 1.

Combined Styles of Therapist and Client
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The cells--one, two, three, and four--will be :referred to as the
possible types of combined styles. ·
the main to identify shifts of styles
client sessions.

The figure will

be used in

occurring within

the

thera.r~st-

That is, the figure of the four possible types of

combined styles has not been designed to reflect the reality of
thez'apy.

Instead, whether the model containing four combined styles

can be usefully employed to analyze interactive changes in styles
and further to depict patterns of stylistic changes in therapy sessions is a principal objective of this study of negotiation.

Accord-

ingly, in chapter three the model will be used to depict hypothetical
patterns of change and then to examine whether patterns can be used
to isolate significant turning points in the process of interact ion
characterizing a session.

Data Collection
The data were generated from observing dyadic therapy sessions
conducted in a county mental health clinic in an urban setting in
the winter of 1974.

The five therapists who were observed in

therapy had varying occupational backgrounds:

nrc were social workers;

one was a medical doctor; one, a nurse; and one, a social psychologist.
The clientele of the clinic also varied somewhat but were more
homogeneous tha.'1 might be expec-ced of an urban population.
instance, of

t~e

For

213 admissions to the clinic in the latter half of

1973, 63 percent were between the ages of 19 and 34,

over

77
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percent earned less than three thousand dollars a year, only
one of every six was married and living

wi~h

his/her spouse,

almost all--92 percent--classified themselves as white, and
about half had a high school education or less.

In brief,

the clientele represented a mixture of sex and educational
backgrounds, but otherwise over-represented the lower-class,
unmarried, young and white population.
As mentioned earlier, the researcher assumed the role
of the detached observer to collect the data.

The actual

process involved the observer present in the room with the
therapist and client with the observer placing herself outside of the range of vision of the client.

Because of the

presence of the observer in the setting, the issue can be
raised as to the possible influence of a third person upon
the dyadic encounter.

There are several reasons why it

appeared that the effect of the observer's presence upon the
interview was minimal.

First, when the therapists were

questioned as to the typicality of the client's responses,
the therapists' answers were generally affirmative.

Also,

silent observers frequented the therapy sessions at the
clinic because the clinic serves as a training center for
student nurses, volunteers, and mental health trainees.
In addition, a comparison of the therapist's behavior in the
first few and last few interviews observed revealed only
two interviews where the therapist appeared aware of the
observer's presence; consequently, these two were not included
in the data analysis.

Finally, at the end of certain sessions
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clients would indi~ate ~ney had forgotten the observer's
presence in the room.

From the observer's notes taken in

the sessionthe session partially done in shorthand, a nearverbatim protocol was produced.

Then each of the 41

protocols was coded according to the methodological scheme
developed by the researcher.
In regard to the rights of the clients involved in
the research, certain precautions were practiced in order to
avoid coercive participation in the research.

Before the

interview began, the therapist would inform the client of
the observer's role as a student conducting thesis research,
of the option to refuse to grant permission to be observed,
and of his/her anonymity in the project.

There were as many

refusals as agreements to being observed by clients--as
reported to the researcher by the therapists--possibly indicating one of the difficulties of conducting naturalistic
research in a mental health sphere where very private affairs
are the subject matter.

Since the researcher was not located

in the room when the therapist sought the permission of the
client, the researcher is unable to identify whether the
therapist or client was responsible for the refusal or what
type of client most often refused.

In addition, to protect

the identity of the clients involved in the study, identification numbers were assigned clients and only identification
numbers have been placed on the protocols which will be
retained.
fication

The list connecting names of clients with identin~mbers

will be destroyed at the thesis'

completion.
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Now that the conditions under which the observations
were conducted have been explored, it is possible to identify
in greater detail the sample of interactions which compose
the 41 protocols to be ana

zed.

Because the researcher

concurrently collected the data and attended class, theresearcher scheduled each therapist a minimum of two sessions
to be observed for each week of a nine-week period.

The

three major reasons for failing to obtain the maximum level
of 90 observations included client's cancellation of his/her
appointment, the reported refusal of the client to be observed, and/or the therapist's involvement in non-therapy
activities in the clinic.

Of the five therapists, sessions

with two of the therapists compose over half of the sample.
Those therapists have been designated as A and B.

With the

other therapists--d signated C, D, and E--there were more
scheduling problems and more reported refusals from clients.
The following table summarizes the observation sample.
TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF THERAPY SESSIONS OBSERVED

I

Number of Sessions Observed
per Client
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l
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1
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1
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1
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1

-
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j
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The sessions also represent a spread in regard to the stage
of the therapist-client relationship.

Of the

41 interviews.

five were initial ones, 10 were in an early stage--the second
through the fourth session--and

t~e

remaining encounters,

26, were in a "middle" stage where more than five sessions
had preceded the one observed.

These stages may also be

identified with the five therapists: Therapist A 1 s sessions
were all of the Biddle fltage; Therapist B was involved in one
initial interview, three early interviews, and eight middle
sessions; all of Therapist C's sessions were of the early
type; four of Therapist D's interviews were initial while
two were in the very early stages; finally, Therapist E's
sessions all represented a middle stage.

Later the stages

will be identified with respect to each therapist-client
session.
One other item of information which may clarify the
type of data collected is the self-orientation of each
therapist as communicated informally to the researcher.
Therapists A and C viewed themselves as non-directive in the
main while Therapist B identified himself as quite directive
and acknowledged that he likes to control the therapy session.
Therapist D maintained a more or less directive stance but
also appeared committed to being "sensitive" to the client,
which is often associated with a non-directive style.

Ther-

apist E identified himself as a "non-therapist," by which he
meant he did not use specialized therapy techniques such as
Gestalt or Transactional Analysis language.

However, by
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other staff members in the clinic, Therapist E was more or
less defined as directive.
A final issue in organizing and investigating a research problem within a natural field of study involves the
researcher's relationship with the agency.

In this case,

the researcher was fortunate in being free to volunteer her
services in the clinic for a period of time prior to the
research implementation.

Thus, the good will of both the

staff and clients were .secured before conducting the study.
In addition, the staff and observer agreed to a reciprocal
arrangement at the beginning of the data collection period:
the staff would cooperate with the observer in the latter's
research if the observer would supply a report to the staff
suggesting a method by which they can evaluate the work of
the clinic.

CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS IN THERAPY SESSIONS

Introd~ction

In order to explore systematically negotiations both
of style and of content, this chapter will be divided into
a discussion of the forms of therapist-client interviews
and the contents of such a session.

Within the discussion

of the forms of the interview, the eight possible patterns
of reciprocal stylistic changes--negotiations--will be delineated and illustrated.

In addition, the type of stylistic

non-negotiation where only one party changes styles will be
examined.

Further, the immediate stylistic interchange sue-

ceeding the various negotiation patterns and the contents
characterizing the negotiation patterns will be identified.
The discussion of the contents of a therapy session will
examine three substantively different types of dialogue in
an interview:

persuasion attempts, the sharing of informa-

tion, and the P.xchange of opinions.

For each type of content,

verbal changes or r.ontent negotiation, coinciding styles and/
or stylistic changes, and the relevant nonverbal cues contained
in pauses and laughter will be considered.

A second portion

of the data analysis will appear in chapter four, which will
concern itself with an exploration of the flow or process of
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changes characterizing an entire therapy session.

That

analysis will utilize the forms and contents identified in
the current chapter.

Tentative conclusions will be developed

follwing the consideration of the total encounter.
The "Form" of the Session
As explicated in the preceding chapter, negotiation of
styles has been defined as changes in styles occuring within
two consecutive interchanges where both client and therapist first employ strategies classified as one style and
immediately afterwards adopt a strategy belonging to the
other style.

In other words, the operational definition

of negotiation is limited to stylistic changes with are initiated by one party and reciprocated by the other party.

It

should be noted that negotiations may transpire in less than
two interchanges if one or both of the speakers use more than
one style in a single move, a turn at speaking.

Perhaps two

examples would best illustrate what is to be viewed as a negotiation involving two interchanges and a negotiation occurring in only one of a half interchanges, as demonstrated in
the first and second passages, respectively.
T:
C:
T:
C:

It sounds like you're having conflict over
taking things from your father and not wanting
to.
(Supportive)
Yeah) I don't want him to have leverage .•• he
can't keep his authoritarian trip without
it.
(Assertive)
Where did you go from the hospital?
(Confrontive)
Here, I worked at
in Bridgeport.
{Passive)

*****************
T:

Your parents?

What about them?

(Confrontive)
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C:

T:

They 1 ve been married 36 years now, I have two
blder sisters, 31 acd 32 (Passive) and I don't
know quite how to, what you're getting at?
(Assertive)
What I'm getting at is a brief social history,
your relation to your parents as you were
growing up ... (Supportive)

Thus, what is being identified as

~egotiations

of style

are reciprocal changes in styles within two turns at
speaking by both participants.
Moreover, by employing the definition of negotiation
of styles and by utilizing the four-dimensional scheme of
possible combined styles, eight possible patterns of
negotiation were developed.
outlined and illustrated.

Each of the patterns will be
Whenever possible, the illustra-

tion will be limited to a demonstration of the sequence in
which the four styles are involved.

However, the illustra-

tions may be lengthier when the more concise materials
would be confusing in regard to the content being discussed.
The eight patterns will be subsumed into two general types
of patterns--client-initiated and therapist-initiated negotiations.

The first four patterns to be explored are those

where the first stylistic change is made by the client and
the succeeding or reciprocal stylistic change is effected
by the therapist.

The following figure sketches the client-

initiated patterns of negotiation.

It should be noted that

the second position illustrates the initial change of styles
by client while the third position depicts the reciprocal
stylistic change by the therapist.
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Figure 2.
Four Patterns of Client-Initiated Negotiations

Pattern one

illustrat~s

a change where the ongoing

style of a c0nfrontive therapist and a passive client is
first interrupted by the client's assuming an asfertive
style.

the therapist coffipletes the transformation

T~en

of styles by a verbal

respo~se

classified as supportive.

The following is a concise example of a pattern one negotiation of styles.
T:
C:
T:

How did you like the program?
(Confrontive)
Well, I didn't like it because I was on foot.
They expect you to go look for work everyday.
(Passive) Now I have a car.
(Assertive)
You do?
(Supportive)

In this particular instance, the crucial move was the
client's aQding information which was not required by the
therapist's question and which changed the topic of the
conversation.
~nsolicited

In this second example the client offers an

opinion to switch styles with a reciprocating

strategy change by the therapist.
T:
C:
T:
C:

What do you plan to do with the rest of your time?
(Confrontive)
Finish Incompletes so I can graduate in June.
Take a practicum.
(Passive) It scares the hell
out of me. (Assertive)
What does?
(Supportive)
The practicum (Passive)

The second client-initiated change is delineated by
pattern two, where a conversation between a confrontive
therapist and an assertive client changes its form when the
client demonstrates a passive strategy.

The switch by

the client is succeeded by the therapist's use of a supportive strategy.

The context of the following lines could

be characterized as a steady clash of opinions between the
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two participants.
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:

Well, we try to help people. like you to face
up to reality.
(Confront i ve)
Well, I've tried to type a resume ... but I can't
(Assertive)
Why do you want to work:
(Confrontive)
I want to prove to myself I can do it.
(Passive)
I think if you want to prove it to yourself, that's
good, to others, not so good.
(Supportive)

The strategic move initiating the stylistic change was the
client's assuming a passive stance rather than the aggresive
style as in previous interchanges.

Also, the therapist

responded reflectively and therein assumed a supportive style.
A similar occurrence develops in this second illustration of
a pattern two negotiation.
T:
C:
T:

C:
T:

I want you to quit that smiling.
(Confrontive)
Why are you looking at me like that?
(Assertive)
It's usually appropriate when you smile .. but if you
smile when it's appropriate to be angry, someone
might say it's phony ... Maybe the occasion hasn't
arisen in here.
(Confrontive)
No, I don't think it has.
(Passive)
What do you want to do?
(Supportive)

The third pattern, another client-initiated change,
originates in a situation where the therapist appears supportive and tne

~lient

assumes an assertive style.

However,

the client departs from assertive strategies by becoming
passive and the therapist concludes the change by becoming
confrontive.

As in the following instance--where the client's

smoking was being discussed--a switch to a passive style by
the client will create a situation where tbe therapist intraduces a different topic:
C:

I try to smoke less than two packs a day ...
it used to be something to do wben I'm nervous
(Assertive)
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T:
C:
T~

I used to think if I didn't have to live I
could save a lot of money.
(Supportive)
That's the truth.
(Passive)
When did your husband leave?
(Confrontive)

The agreement of the client wLth the therapist strategically
reversed the styles used previously; as it does in this
additional illustration of pattern three.
C:
T:
C:
T:

Kitchen work seems like something I can do ...
(Assertive)
I'd encourage you to do whatever you feel comfortable
with .•. It'd be neat to get a few extra bucks.
(Supportive)
Yeah
(Passive)
If you had more money, what would you do?
(Confrontive)

The final client-initiated change, the fourth pattern,
reverses the opening setting with a supportive therapist
and passive client to a closing setting with a confrontive
therapist and assertive client by the client's adopting an
assertive strategy.

This pattern of negotiation may illus-

trate a subtle shift from conversation to a struggle between two stances as in this example:
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:

Maybe the way to help Fred is to split ...
to break away for awhile?
(Supportive)
Be out more or leaving?
(Passive)
Leaving.
(Supportive)
I don't know ... I think it would put more fear
into him .•. I thought you meant go out more ... I've
never seen an adult like him.
(Assertive)
Would it put a lot of fear in you to separate
from Fred?
(Confrontive)

The client involved here adopts two strategies classified
as assertive--volunteering information not requested by
the therapist and slightly shifting the topic.

However,

the therapist confronts the client with a specific question
and thus departs from his original supportive techniques.
The above interpretation of the changes in styles could
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also be applied to this

2~cond

illustration of the fourth

client-initiuted negotiation.
T:
C:
T:

It sounds like you're feeling guilty .•. (Supportive)
Yeah ... I feel guilty definitely ... (Passive)
If
they're visible ... I'm seeing my husband again and
that bothers me ... (Assertive)
Have you seen him lately?
(Confrontive)

The four therapist-initiated negotiations are outlined
in the four patterns of figure 3.

As noted in regard to the

client-initiated patterns, the second position designates
the party initiating interaction in a different style, the
therapist here, and the third position denotes the party
which reciprocates the initiating change with a corresponding
change of styles.
The first therapist-initiated negotiation of styles
to be discussed, pattern five features a situation where
the therapist uses confrontive strategies and the client
responds in a passive manner.

Then the therapist switches

to some supportive strategy followed by the client's becoming
assertive.

In the particular instance cited below, the

change of styles by the therapist is quite obvious because
the interview is more or less characterized by a confrontive
therapist and passive client;
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Pattern Five

'PH~Ri'PTR'Tl

CLIENT STYLES:
As 12 ~rt_i ve
Passive

Su.unortive
2nd
3rd

;::;myT,RS

Confrontive
1st

Pattern Six

Pattern Seven

Pattern Eight

· Figure 3.
Four Patterns of Therapist-Initiated Negotiations.
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T: .•• "don't be rebcl1ious. 11
From mother or father?
(Confrontive)
C:
Daddy ••. (Passive)
T:
Did he tell you that verbally, behaviorally,
or both?
(Confrontive)
C:
Yeah, constantly.
(Passive)
T:
Heavy.
(Supportive)
C:
That's why I've had trouble getting from under it,
but this week I've spent time telling people what
I think.
(Assertive)
(Supportive)
T: Great, great, great.
The key remark by the therapist was "Heavy," illustrating
a supportive rather than confrontive style which is followed
by the client's offering unsolicited information, a strategy
belonging to the assertive style.

The key response in the

following passage is the summary by the therapist
which is succeeded by the client's challenge of the therapist.
T:

C:
rr ·
C:

Don't you send them (children) away ... and tell them
not to have those feelings:
(Confrontive)
Not in regard to feelings but when they misbehave.
(Passive)
'l1 he me s s age i s don 1 t mi s b e have .
0 K . ( Support i v e )
Why did you question me?
(Assertive)

The sixth pattern illustrates an opening situation
with a confrontive therapist and assertive client and a
closing scene where the therapist is acting in a supportive
style and the client, in a passive manner.

Again, the therapist

provokes the change by using first confrontive and then suppertive:

strategies.

The client complements the therapist's

switch by becoming passive.

The following

s~gment

opens with

a conflict of stances.
C:
T:
C:
T:

My mother cried on my shoulder ... my parents
didn't get along.
(Assertive)
So what's new?
(Confrontive)
My father was jealous of me ... ! almost killed
my mother .•. my father killed his mother. (Assertive)
What do you mean?
(Supportive)
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C:

They died in childbirth ... (Passive)

In this instance, the therapist asked a clarification
question, a supportive strategy, which was followed simply
by the client's answer, characteristic of a passive style.
The main difference in the preceding and the following
examples of pattern six is the client's response of "yes"
only to the clarifying question of the therapist in the
next passage.
T:
C:

T:
C:

Have you thought about suicide?
(Confrontive)
No, there's too much happening to do that.
I'm
half glad I did it.
I had so many friends I
didn't know I had ... they told me to come and talk
to them ... my manager at work said he'd hit me in
the head the next time I tried it .•. they would
say they liked me.
(Assertive)
It sounds like you have a lot of friends.
Do
you see them often?
(Supportive)
Yes
(Passive)

A third negotiation of styles where the catalyst is
the therapist, the seventh pattern, is characterized by a
departure from a supportive therapist and assertive client
framework.

After the therapist adopts a confrontive stra-

tegy, the client reciprocates in a passive style.
example of pattern seven cited

her~

The

illustrates mobilizing

conversation at the beginning of a therapy session:
T: .• How would you like to use the next 40 minutes?
(Supportive)
C:
I've been doing some exercises in the book ...
Alot of the Adaptive Child I've been realizing
more of it.
(Assertive)
T:
Give me some examples to verify you know what
you're talking about.
( Confronti ve)
C:
OK
(Passive)
The strategic move which eliminates the combined styie

of therapist as supportive and client as assertive is the
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therapist's reqqest

upo~

the client

validate some of his statements.

f~r

the latter to

The client obliges the

therapist's request and assumes a passive style.

In contrast,

the change of styles in the following illustration of

pat~~rn

seven is initiated by the pointed question of the the therapist.
C:
T:
C:
T:
C:

Do you think I'm trying to hide the responsibility?
(Assertive)
No .•. I think you think it's weighing you down ...
(Supportive)
Hmmm •.. Yeah.
I told him I wanted it taken care
of •.. That made him mad ..• (Assertive)
Why did it make him mad?
(Confrcntive)
It puts them in a bad way ... they can take you to
court •.. they want me to be peaceful ... (Paasive)

The final possible pattern of negotiation to be discussed, eight, can be summarized thusly: from a supportive
position initially the therapist changes to confrontive,
and correspondingly, the client switches from passive to
assertive

stra~egies

after the therapist's stylistic change.

The following illustration of pattern eight demonstrates
using the pattern to change topics:
C:
T:
C:
T:·

C:

Yeah ... I got some paper to work on at home.
(Passive)
Yeah, I'm glad.
I have seen you here .•. So you're
sounding perky.
(Supportive)
Yeah, I'm feeling good.
(Passive)
Huh, I had something I needed to talk to you
abo&t ... Mr. Smith said the hearing about your
chilaren may co~e up ... I need to talk to
you about that.
It's really important for me to
talk to you so you won't feel I betrayed you.
(Confront i ve)
I will anyway.
(Assertive)

As can easily be noted! the therapist redirects both conversation and styles by introducing a new topic and then the
client becomes assertive in interjecting an unsolicited
opinion.

Another method of introducing a different style is
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demonstrated in the following passage; the therapist strongly
suggests a course of action to the client who uses an assertive
strategy to reject the suggestion.
C:

No, I think there are people who want my life to
be miserable ... I get to this thing of going to
jail.
(Assertive)
T:
What makes you ever think of going to jail?
(Supportive)
I may have committed a crime.
(Passive)
Don't you think you'd know if you've committed a
crime:
I'd like to say, Susan~ why don't you tell
the voices to fuck off?
(Confrontive)
It doesn't work, I've tried swearing at them .. .
they're always people ... who are smartalecky .. .
and they get into this, how I'm such a bad person ...
(Assertive)

T:
C:
T:
C:

Before a further description of these eight patterns,
a more complete definition of stylistic non-negotiation is
needed.

The meaning of one type of non-negotiation is quite

obvious--neither party changes styles.
type of nan-negotiation is somewhat

However, the second

~ora

complex; it trans-

pires whenever a therapist or client shifts styles without
a reciprocating change of styles by the other interactant.
In short, this second type of non-negotiation is comprised
of an initiating change only.

Also the usual response of

the person who initiates a style change which is unreciprocated is to return to the style assumed before the change.
However, before the return occurs an interruption such as a
delayed style change initiated by the
transpire.

arne or other party may

Nonetheless, the following figure depicts the

four typical patterns of non-negotiation involving a onesided change.

Needless to say, if non-negotiations of this

type occurred without reciprocal changes of styles--negotiations--then a four-fold table would be unnecessary.
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The following passages illustrate instances of nonnegotiation where the therapist initiates a stylistic change
and where the client initiates a change of styles, both occurring withDut a reciprocal change by the other party in
his/her succeeding move.

In the first passage, the therapist

switches from confrontive to supportive and back to a confrontive style while the client remains assertive.
T:
C:

You knew, Jim, if kids could get tc know you,
they wouldn't do shit to you.
(Confrontive)
They didn't ... it's a matter of the job this year.
(Assertive)
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Stylistic Change by a Single Interactant
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T:
C:

T:
C:

How's that?
(Eupporti·;e)
I know I get all the shit because I'm in fill-in
this year ... last year I was a regular and the kids
were good ... I volunteered this year kind of ...
I can see myself turning into a grump .•. (Assertive)
Did you as a child take advantage of the bus
driver?
(Confrontive)
No •.. because I think I had respect for people when
I was a kid.
I think I had more feeling for people
when I was a kid ... it always hurt me when I was
a kid ... maybe I had too much feeling ... it really
upset me .•. I guess that's why I get angry when one
kid gets picked on by the other kids (Pause)
(Assertive)

The difference in the first and second passages is the style
maintained by the client--here passive--while the therapist
again vacillates between confrontive and supportive.
T:
C:
T:
C:

T:
C:
T:
C:

What's the difference in a whi~ man and a black
man?
(Confrontive)
That I've noticed?
(Passive)
Yeah
(Supportive)
They dress better.
They seem to, seem to, no, they
know how to make a woman feel good.
They seem to
be more mature than white men.
I don't know if
that's what I mea~.
They're fun, it's hard to
explain.
(Passive)
You're doing fine.
(Supportive)
You could turn it around ... but when I look at them,
I can't put myself there and think I'd be having
fun.
(Passive)
What's the number of black men you've had intimate
relations with?
(Confrontive)
Neil only.
(Passive)

However, as will be investigated more fully later, the
non-negotiation where the client changes styles and the therapist maintains his/her style occurs more frequently than the
previous situation.

In the following passage, the client

switches from an assertive strategy while the therapist remains
confrontive.
T:
C:

You'd have to make it on your own.
(Confrontive)
Yeah, I guess.
I wouldn't depend on Mark.
The
other reason I'm crying is I'll miss not coming,
I don't know why.
(Assertive)
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T:
C:
T:
C:

It'o like a security.
(Confrontive)
I guesJ you're ri t.
(Passive)
Let's make an annointment for next week and see
how you feel.
1~onfrontive)
Let's do it this way.
Let's not make an appointment.
If I feel I rieed to come in, I'll call.
I'd
probably come in next week and cry again.
(Assertive)

A similar illustration of a client-initiated non-negotiation
is provided by the following passage which may clarify the
type of sequence to which the term of non-negotiation is
being applied.
C:.After six months, I met a guy at Humboldt Park •..
(Assertive)
T: When was this?
(Confrontive)
C: Three years ago ... He was 32 ... he wasn't the type
of person anyone could live with.
I didn't know much
of anything.
I was looking, I was lonesome, It
was the first type of experience ... I picked up the
wrong one.
He was a honey.
He ended up ..• I don't
know if you call him masochistic ... toward the end
I'd have matching bruises ... at first I shut up,
I
didn't like being hit, so I hit back and that's not
too good.
(Assertive)
T: Why?
(Confrontive)
C: Why should you stay around someone who's hitting
you?
(Passive)
T: Yeah, but since you did ... (Confrontive)
C: Toward the end I got out of it.
He got drunk all
the time, I didn't know where he was half the time ...
now I've lived with two guys since then.
When
I'm I'm living with someone, I'd like to know where
they're at ... I tend to pick up guys ... he called me
a hound-dog ... I tried really hard with him but he
~as the type of person, you could do anything you
wanted.
He'd say not to do something and then he'd
say why not do it ..• he kind of wanted me to be two
people.
I just couldn't do it.
(Assertive)
Formal Sequences of Therapist -Client Interaction
Further characterization of the eight patterns of negotiation can be facilitated by an exploration of the "formal"
sequences surrounding each pattern and of the type of content most commonly associated with each pattern.

The client-

initiated patterns will be described first in terms of the

formal interchange which immediately followed the occurrecce
of the pattern.

Pattern

on~

was most often (42 percent of

the time) followed by no style changes but was succeeded by
pattern seven, a therapist-initiated negotiation, in 16
instances or 22 percent of all instances.

Also therapist-

initiated non-negotiations followed pattern or.e in 16 cases.
Pattern two was succeeded in eight instances or 62 percent
of all occurences by non-negotiations; half of the nonnegotiations were characterized by no changes, and the other
half, by therapist-initiated changes.

The next client-

initiated pattern, three, was succeeded most often (59 percent
of the instances) by the same styles or non-negotiation where
neither party changed.

Also pattern one followed pattern

three in six sequences or 27 percent of all occurrences
of pattern three.

The final client-initiated negotiation,

pattern four, was succeeded in half of its occurrences {five),
by the same styles.
Although client-initiated patterns were most often
followed by a non-negotiation period where no stylistic changes
transpired, the same situation did not characterize therapistinitiated patterns of negotiation.

Pattern five was often,

in fact 47 percent of the time, involved in a sequence where
pattern five preceded pattern seven.

However, in 37 cases,

26 percent of all instances, pattern five was succeeded by
non-negotiation with no stylistic changes.

Patterns six and

seven were also dominated by successive interchanges involving

no stylistic changes, half of the instances with respect to
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pattern six and 37 percent of al1 interchanges succeeding
pattern sever.

However, pattern seven was combined with the

46 instances, 27

successive appearance of pattern five in
percent of all the interchanges involving

pat~ern

seven.

Also 20 percent of all interchanges following pattern seven
were characterized by client-initiated non-negotiations.

The

final therapist-initiated pattern, eight, had two dominating
successive types of interchanges: the same
after a pattern eight

s~yles

occurred

43 percent of the time and therapist-

initiated non-negotiations appeared in eight instances or
29 percent of all interchanges following pattern eight.
Hopefully, this description of the immediate context succeeding negotiations has indicated the contextuai forms most
commonly composing the flow of interactions, a topic which
will be investigated more fully in the next chapter.
A further clarification as to the nature of negotiation
patterns identified is found in the most typical content
associated with a particular pattern.

Of the four client-

initiated patterns, three of the patterns--one, two and four-are strongly associated with the sharing of information.

In

addition, patterns one and three are related to the switch
from information sharing to opinion giving.

Pattern three

as well as pattern four may also coincide with the transfermation from opinion giving to information sharing.
distinctive content of

client-ini~iated

The final

patterns is the co-

appearance of pattern one and the switching of topics.
Similarly, therapist-initiated patterns tend to aggregate
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with respect to

certai~

contents.

For

instance~

patterns

five, six and seven are associated with exchanges of information.

Also, all the therapist-initiated patterns except six

often appear in conjunction with the transition from
mation exchanges to opinion exchanges.

info~-

Only pattern seven

is further identified with the transition from opinions to
information and with the changing of topics of conversation.
Not only does this summary indicate the character of various
patterns of negotiation such as the parallel between clientinitiated pattern one and therapist-initiated pattern seven
which are both involved in changing of topics, but it also
suggests the type of contents dominating the therapy sessions,
at least those portions characterized by formal

negotiatio~s,

such as information gathering and the transition between
information and opinion exchanges.

Accordingly, the next

section will investigate three major dimensions of the content
of therapy sessions.
The "Content" of the Interview
Persuasion Attempts:

In the 41 therapy sessions ob-

served and analyzed, 40 segments were identified as persuasion attempts.

Persuasion attempts were defined as two

or more interchanges characterized by a conversation in which
the therapist attempted to change a particular belief or
stance of the client.

The changes being encouraged by the

therapist were as concrete as whether a client should enter
Dammasch State Hospital and as abstract as a client's adopting
a different perception to describe the "voice" she heard.
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Abo~t

a fourth of the time (11 out of 40) the client adthe problem first and the therapist persisted in dis-

~essed

cussing it.
therapis~

In the remaining three fourths of the cases, the

initiated the persuasion attenpt by making an issue

of a topic on which information had just been received.
Interestingly, the subjects of persuasion attempts are
usually of two kinds: taking responsibility for such tasks
as getting a job, controlling one's weight, and participating
in male-female relationships or changing on's behavior in
regard to medications, drugs, and "crazy" episodes.

Changes

are also contemplated with respect to therapy-related issues
such as terminating the therapist-client relationship and
hospitalization.

Of the 40 passages analyzed, no particular

verbal content could be isolated as characteristic of "sueCess

H

persuasio11 atte:npts.

s~ccessful

is being used here

to refer to the client's change of verbal stance during the
therapy session.

In addition, no patterns of stylistic neg-

otiation consistently coincided with a client's change of
stance verbally.

However, two different paths of a persuasion

effort have been developed to clarify what distinguishes a
persuasion sequence from other contents of a therapy session.
The first path of a persuasion attempt originates when
the therapist is using confrontive strategies and the client
responds in a passive manner.

The following passage illus-

trates the end of a persuasion attempt encouraging the
client to change her attitude about her weight.
T:

What's your goal for this week about weight?
(Confrontive)

D:
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:

C:
T:

Not to gain a~y more.
(Passive)
Not hassling yourself about weighing 175?
(Confrontive)
Yeah. (Passive)
How will you look out for Betty next week:
{Confrontive)
OK(Pause) I guess/ (/ m~aning therapist interruptei)
(Passive)
I guess?
(Confrontive)
I suppose
(Passive)
I suppose? All conditional, Parent words.
One
handicap is that you're in a place that requires
you to be there six days a week and you can't get
off.
So what will you do, got three minutes left.
(Confrontive)
Uh (rubs hands together)
OK ... not hassling myself
would be one way of taking care of myself.
(Passive)
OK
(Supportive)

Of the 15 sequences illustrating successful persuasion attempts,
ten were characterized by a combined style featuring a confrontive therapist and a passive client.

The combined style

used here was the one dominating those interchanges actually
involved in the persuasion effort.

Three exce

ions were

noted to this linking of combined styles and successful persuasion attempts:

(1) when the client was extremely passive

and did not participate enough to be certain a decision was
made;

(2) when the therapist became supportive after intra-

ducing the decision and the client asserted the decision without further prodding from the therapist; and (3) when the client
became assertive at a crucial point of making a decision and
creating uncertainty as to whether the client actually made
a decision.
The second path of a persuasion attempt begins at the
point where the client balks at making a decision.

Six alter-

actions have been identified as interceding in the
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persuasion process at this time.

The first alternative is

initiated by the therapist who changes his/her demands on the
client as in the following pe r·suas ion attempt involving the
client's walking to get into shape in preparation for job
hunting:
T:

C:
T:
C:

You should walk 20 blocks three times a day.
(Confrontive)
I wouldn't get very much else done ..• it takes
45 minutes.
(Assertive)
What's more important than this?
How about
twice a day?
(Confrontive)
I can try it.
(Passive)

The second and third alternatives involve altering the topic;
in the second alternative, the client initiates the change
in focus of the conversation; and in the third, the therapist.
The following excerpt illustrates a persuasion attempt where
the therapist encourages the client to alter her perception
of the voices she hears:
T:
C:

T:
C:

The difference is I see it as a reaction to
something my mother said and I don't actually
think it's a voice.
(Confrontive)
I hear voices and I think it's real people who
I've talked to ... I tho~ght I heard my husband's
voice ... someone was walking down the hall ... and
I was thinking maybe it was my husband.
It was
just the manager.
That was strange.
(Assertive)
Did he sound like your h~sband?
(Supportive)
Yeah ..• I thought he was checking up on me •..
(Assertive)

This example where the client subtly shiftd the topic is
contrasted with the following illustration of a third alternative where the therapist initiates a new conversational
focus:
T:

... You're not doing anything to get a job.
I
can give you a suggestion.
What I would do is
get a paper early everday, go through the want
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C:
T:

C:

ads, check things that attract you.
Everyday
cut out the ones that might interest you ... go
get an interview,· not for ~ JOO, just for the
experience of it.
The next time we could talk
about it.
(Confrontive)
I've go~ on interviews before.
(Assertive)
One reason I'm suggesting that.
It would give
me an idea of your interests ... there's someting
wrong with this area and it's a way to investigate it without getting a job which I don't
want you to do.
(Pause)
It's worth a try.
How about your educational background?
(Confrontive)
I went to Portland Community College.
(Passive)

A fourth alternative to the continual pressing of an issue
when a client is hesitant in making a decision is for the
therapist to shift styles, as illustrated below:
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:

c:
i!1.
J. •

c:

T:

c:

Are you ever going to grow up?
(Confrontive)
I don't know, maybe not ... (Passive)
It's like the future is really fuzzy ... no plan?
(Confrontive)
Not Really ... (Passive)
And things you like you don't want to do?
(Confrontive)
Like what?
(Passive)
I don't think you have a
Be thin, hap~y, smart?
(Conplan fer being thin but for being smart.
frontive)
Yeah, I do ... I reall7 Jon't want to be a computer opcl'-ator but i\'::; the on
field I can go
into •.. you can become supervisor of keypunching ...
it doesn't tu~n me on ... if I weren't working with
such a nice group of people, I'd probably quit ...
you know, they accept me ... I go to socialize
more than anything ... I don't get out when I'm
home .•. you're looking right through me.
(Assertive)
I guess I'm really curious about someone who has
such a grasp on a problem but doesn't want to
make changes ... I'm thinking of the weight.
(Supportive)
Yeah, you're right.
(Passive)

The fifth and sixth alternative conclusions to un
successful persuasion attempts iuvo
behaviors--pauses and laughter.

e

~ses

of nonverbal

The following

ex~ept

occurs

near the end of an interview after lengthy discussions on
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the client's seeking a job:
T:

C:

Sometimes you have to knock at the door ...
what you're saying isn't reasonable ... ! think
you're going to have to deal with welfare
and deal with us ... (long pause) What are you
thinking:
(Con fran t i ve)
I have my own ideas of where and how I want to
live.
(Pause)
(Assertive)

As in this instance, pauses at the end of a persuasion endeaver may indicate the client's unwillingness to change
in the direction desired by the therapist.
sub~titute

Pauses may also

for a reply as in the example given earlier where,

following the pause, the therapist changed the topic without
seeking a reply from the client.

In addition to the nonverbal

communication of pauses, laughter may also characterize the
end of a persuasion attempt and often creates a certain ambiguity about whether the client is or is not conceding to
the therapist's

pain~.

laughter can be made.

~oreover,

several interpretations of

In the first of the next two passages,

the laughter is obviously shared in a type of joking fashion:
C: .. Last time when Neil was in, he said we should
go away a week together.
Don't tell him that.
(Assertive)
T:
Goddamn it, you tell him ... (Confrontive)
C:
Well, sometimes I do and sometimes I don't ...
What I'd like for you to do is be firm with
him ... you would/
(Therapist interrupts)
u.ssertive)
T:
Like me to reshape him too.
(Confrontiv-e)
C:
Mentally he's soft ... (Assertive)
T:
You have alot of work to do too.
(Confrontive)
C:
I know but I can ' t work on him too .
( Assert i v e )
T:
Yes, you can (Confrontive)
C:
I never have time to think of him.
(Assertive)
T:
Are you a glob of jelly?
(Confrontive)
C:
No.
(Passive)
T:
A soft-boiled egg?
(Confrontive)
C,~
Yeah, that might be right.
(Laughs)
(Passive)
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Despite the recognized jocular nature of the ending of the
persuasion attenpt, the ambiguity of what was decided is
pervasive.

Also ambiguous is the client's feeling about

the persuasion attempt.

In thE next persuasion attempt in-

volving laughter as an alternative, the laughter appears to
indicate that the client does not wish to change stances
and at the same time finds herself agreeing with the therapist:
C: .. He always says do you want to do this and I say
yes.
I don't really want to but I don't say
why.
(Assertive)
T:
.. Why can't you say you have other plans?
Because you're giving him a double message ...
(Client laughs)
(Confrontive)
C:
I always feel if I say no I won't be asked
again ... but it's the idea (Both laugh)
(Passive)
T:
I hear you saying loud and clear you're on
your own.
If someone can't handle it, then you
may not need them ... you may have to change but
you won't know until you do it ... Of course,
you're upset because you don't know where you're
at.
(Confrontive)
(Passive)
c : If I could just do it.
One can easily define the laughter as a function of the
client's anxiety or embarrassment about the persuasion proYet, it appears that either the nonverbal element of

cess.

silence or laughter often leaves a persuasion effort in an
ambiguous, undefined state.
As noted earlier, the styles surrounding persuasion
attempts were examined in order to determine if successful
and unsuccessful persuasions could be differentiated by
styles.

It should be noted that the styles here are referring

only to the strategies employed in the interchanges coinciding with the persuasion attempts.

While 63 percent of all

successful persuasions are associated

w~th

a combined style
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where the therapist is confrontive

a~d

the client uses

passive strategies, in 65 percent of the unsuccessful attempts
at persuading the client to change, the client used assertive
strategj~s

in the main.

However, any conclusions based on

this apparent association of styles and success in persuasion
attempts has to be qualified because the distinctions are

no~

sustained when persuasion attempts are examined per therapist.
The following table summarizes the findings about persuasion
attempts.
After studying the table, one could conclude that
styles appear to be more a function of the therapist involved
than an association

with success or lack of success of a

persuasion attempt.

However, even such a tentative conclusion

must be somewhat qualified.

Reasons for qualifying the con-

elusion include the smallness of tte sample in the case of
Therapists C and E and even when the sample was adequate, the
distribution was skewed so that a therapist could be characterized as successful or unsuccessful in regard to persuasion
attempts; of the two ''directive" therapists with a sufficient
sample, B and D, the interviews appear in direct contradiction
in terms of rates of success.

However, most of the per-

suasion attempts by Therapist D transpired in initial interviews while those by Therapist B occurred almost wholly in
sessions with clients already seen for at least three interviews.

Indeed, the two unsuccessful attempts by Therapist

B occurred in a second interview with two different clients.
What may be suggested by these results is that in the
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stance as encouraged by the therapist or drop out of therapy.
In

the case of the two "non-directive" therapists, A and C,

the persuasion attempts lacked the degree of intenseness
associated with the corresponding attempts by the
therapists, except in crisis instances.

11

directive"

For example, the

persuasion attempt of Therapist C was quite intense when
dealing with a !!suicidal" client.

Nonetheless, the attitude

toward persuasion attempts gathered from informal communication with the therapists seems to diverge but to correspond
with the self-labels of "directive 11 and

11

non-directive."

The former appear intent on a verbal change of stance by the
client within the therapy session while non-directive therapists
indicate that they are not so much concerned with the client's
changing during
session.

~he

therapy session as outside of the therapy

In summary, at this time it is difficult to ascertain

exactly what effect a client's strategies have on the persuasion process, although the therapists' general orientation
appears to have some impact on the process.
Information Exchange:

An exchange of ingormation often

comprises the major portion of a therapist-client interview,
especially during the first few interviews.

Indeed, one

therapist remarked how he explicitly devotes attention to
the past background and the present circumstances of a client

in the first two or three sessions.

These two topics also

appeared in the most common denominators of the client's
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information in all the interviews analyzed.

Similarly,

information that a therapist gives to a client usually involves
the therapist's relevant personal experiences and/or concepts
from a particular therapy such as Transactional Analysis that
the therapist employs.

In order to systematically examine

information transactions, the kinds of exchanges 1vill be discussed within the four combined styles as illustrated in the
methodological scheme.
Three types of

transa~tions

have been identified with

combined style one, where the therapist employs supportive
strategies and the client demonstrates an assertive style.
In discussing this combined style as with the other types of
combined styles, the combined style characterizes the few
specific interchanges in which a particular type of information
is shared.

Initial interviews and almost half of all

views (19) are begun in this style.

in~er-

The general question,

asked by the therapist, allows the client to inform the therapist about relevant circumstances in his/her current situation.
In addition, whenever a client is extremely talkative and the
therapist assumes a listener's role with an occasional comment,
the information exchange is characterized by the styles in
ee

one as noted in Figure one, on pages 20-21.

A final

yielding of information in these styles occurs when a client
challenges the therapist, who produces the information desired
by the client.
However, if a client challenges the therapist, the
therapist may also respond with a confrontive style, which

often means ignoring the client's question and presenting
another issue.

Indeed, there are three other circumstances

in which the combined styles in cell two (see rigure one)
are associated with sharing

inforrr.~tion

in a session.

For

instance, a therapist may begin a topic with a specific
question, a confrontive strategy, and instead of merely
answering the question, the client will volunteer additional
information, an assertive technique.

Moreover, therapist

and client may begin sharing past and present experiences
within a confrontive-assertive stylistic context.

Finally,

a therapist may challenge a client and the client may respond
in an assertive manner such as volunteering additional
information, switching the topic, challenging the therapist,
and so forth.
Althou

co~binei

sty~es

as set forth in cell three do

not materialize as frequently as the other three combinations,
the supportive therapist and passive client appear to be
engaged in a struggle to obtain necessary insight into the
client's situation.

For instance, a client may be reticent

regarding a specific topic so that the therapist utilizes
reflective statements and other supportive strategies in an
effort to draw out the client.

In such a situation, a

therapist otherwise consistently confrontive summarizes
information given by the client and thus becomes supportive,
at least momentarily.

Whenever a therapist asks for clari-

fication and the client responds as requested, the supportivepassive style framework is also invoked.
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Within the last combination of styles--a confrontive
therapist and a passive client--there are four different
types of information transactions.

The styles are often

utilized by a therapist desiring specific information with
a compliant client and this particular combination of
styles often occupies almost the entire interview.

In

addition, when the therapist asks the client a ''why" question,
the client may satisfy the therapist 1 s query with a simple
phrase, often starting with "Because ... "

Using another

confrontive strategy, the therapist may impute certain
qualities of the client whch the client confirms.

A final

illustration of a confrontive-passive exchange of information
transpires when the therapist delivers a type of lecture
explaining a concept or idea to the client and the client
remains passive by

as~ing

merely clarifying questions, by

agreeing, and so on.
Before concluding this section on information transactions, the role of the nonverbal elements of pauses and laughter
can be inspected.

In examining the pauses, they were found

to be associated more often with a client seen as using a
passive strategy.

Such a finding illustrates a distinctive

quality of a passive style--its more reflective pace.

How-

ever, exactly what the meaning of pauses indicates depends
to an extent on the verbal context.

The next two passages

illustrate pauses which can be interpreted in divergent ways
because of the verbal context.
T:

Why is the question of particular concern to
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T:
C:

T:

c:

Why is the questi0n of particular concern to
you now1 ... lConfrontive)
Hmmm (Pause)
I feel like I would like to date
and I tend to~ so far it hasn't been that long.
I haven't met any white men I would care to get
to know.
I can just see a black man walking
down the street &nd I think I'd like to get to
know him.
It bothersme.
(Passive)
What have you learned about yourself through
your relation with Allen?
(Confrontive)
Let's see.
(Pause) I feel I've, let's see. (Pause)
Well, I feel like I've learned more about
being a woman.
(Passive)

**********
T:
C:

If you were going to commit suicide, Marvin,
how would you do it?
(Confrontive)
Uh (Pause) I might (Pause) I don't know, I'd
find someway.
(Passive)

In the first selection, one is uncertain as whether the
client's pauses signify merely reflectiveness or also
indicate a reluctance on the part of the client to provide
the therapist with the solicited information.

However, in

the second instance, one would probably attribute the quantity of pauses to the depressed state of the individual.
In any case, the pauses meaningfully reflect on the exchange
of information.

(see Speier, 1973: 105)

Laughter is also just as evident as pauses in infermation transactions.

Experiences given in a narrative form

by a client often evoke laughter from the listening
therapist, or a therapist may laugh at his own experience
while narrating it.

However, the laughing together about

certain bits of information seems to be reserved for longterm clients.

In addition, the amount of laughter occurring

in any particular session appears to be partially a function
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of the therapist's manner and partially a function of the
therapist's judgment of the crisis-like nature of the client's
situation.
In conclusion, it appears that in the main the therapist directs the conversations yielding information, but
it should also be noted that the client may control the information released by using pauses to delay responding and by
selecting how to respond to the therapist's questions.
The Process of Opinion Giving:

In contrast to an ex-

change of information which occupies a majority of the minutes
spent in dyadic therapy sessions, the giving of opinions
transpires at crucial times throughout therapy sessions,
often after the information about a subject has been more
or less depleted.

Indeed, almost any topic can be trans-

formed from an informational state to an issue of opinions.
For instance, opinions often center on the client's attitudes
toward problems and changing his/her problems but may also
include a therapist's opinion of what a client should do
and a client's regard for the therapy session.

Opinions have

been differentiated from persuasion attempts oy length; that
is, if the therapist's advice is found in an isolated interchange, the advice has been classified as an opinion rather
than a persuasion attempt which must stretch over two or more
interchanges, as previously defined.

In identifying the com-

bined styles immediately surrounding the

g~ving

of opinions,

it was noted that it is the client's style rather than the
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therapist's strategies which
agreement of opinions.

differe~tiate

agreement and dis-

Accordingly, this discussion of styles

and opinion giving will first .consider exchanges where the
client maintains a passive style and then discuss occasions
when the client employs assertive techniques.
Agreements between therapist's and client's opinions
on issues occur when the client demonstrates a passive style
regardless of the therapist's style.
variations of the process:

There are several

the therapist may suggest an

alternative and the client agree; the therapist may state
his/her opinion and the client validates the former's stance;
the therapist may seek an opinion from the client and the
.client complies; the therapist may give his/her opinion in
the form of a question which the client confirms; or the
therapist may state an opinion after which the client asks
a clarifying question and the therapist restates an opinion
with which the client then concurs.

The commonality of all

these variations is the client's style which is characterized
by responding agreeably and allowing the therapist to continue
to direct the interaction.
In contrast, when the client employs assertive techniques
in an opinion-sharing situation, disagreements between the two
persons are sometimes realized with the result that one participant shifts either the style or the content of the interaction.

For instance, following a clash of opinions on a

particular issue by therapist and client, the interaction may
change the topic being discussed or the therapist may change
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to a strategy of the other style.

However, in a minority of

incidents, the assertive client may agree with the therapist's opinion, but the client does not merely agree but
sup

ies unsolicited information and perhaps in so doing also

alters the flow of the conversation.
The pauses noted in opinion-giving sequences reinforce the distinction between the consequences of an assertive
as opposed to a passive strategy used by a client.

In the

first segment cited, the pauses reflect the extremely quiet
mood of the client which has permeated the interview:
T:

C:
T:
C:

Let's try something else ... let's go off on a
different tangent ... how would you like to function
so we could say goodbye, it's nice knowing you?
(Pause) Is that difficult?
I'm trying to get
an idea of how much work we need to do ... (The
therapist tells some of his opinions about the
client's separ ion and depression.)
I don't
know if your concentratio causes iou probl~ms
at home, on the job or where.
I would understand your feeling low would affect you alot but
I don't understand what you might like to do
about them.
Do you see my point?
(Confrontive)
(nods)
(Passive)
(Pause)
Did I ask too many questions? ... So what do you
think about what I've been saying?
(Confrontive)
(Long pause)
I think I still do have problems with decisionmaking.
(Passive)

Although the client has been basically agreeable, her extreme passivity in this opinion-giving section definitely
produces some uncertainty as to how she will respond.

A

similar situation develops between a client and therapist
in the next segment, but the immediate framework is confrontive-assertive.

A discussion of whether the client will

attend a meeting precedes these lines:
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T:
C:
T:

C:

Well, it seems to me it helped you get your
feelings out and there are people there you
can help.
(Confront i ve)
I can heln?
(Assertive)
By sharing.
Like people you called, I can see
the group as helping you get on your feet.
I have the feeling part of your problem is bottling up your feelings and it's a good place to
get it out.
It's up to you, but I think people
would like to see you come back.
(Long pause)
(Confrontive)
What time is the meeting tomorrow?
(Assertive)

The pause, although ambiguous, seems to signify an unwillingness on the part of the client to agree with the therapist, especially since the client's remark shifted the
focus away from the import of the therapist's opinion.
In contrast to pauses which appear to be a technique
most advantageously utilized by clients in opinion-giving
periods, laughter is most often skillfully employed by therapists in giving opinions.

For instance, a therapist may

communicate an opinion of a client's statement by some
kidding remarks.
C: .. I wish I'd never gone to the hospital.
I wish I'd got a job out of high school.
(Assertive)
T:
I have my magic wand in my drawer.
Want me to
get it o~t?
(C shrugs) •.. (Confrontive)
In addition, many incidents transpired where the therapist
would deliver an opinion more or less critical of the client
with a laugh:
T:
I'm inclined to say what are your list of excuses
for not doing anything this week?
(laughs)
(Confrontive)
c: How do you knovr? (Assertive)

****
T:

You don't think ... (lau~hs) it sounds like you're
afraid of the responsibility ... (Supportive)

c:

Yeah ... you have to be accurate.

(Assertive)

However, the therapist may also laugh when complimenting
the client.
T: .. I told you a long time ago .•. ! thought you
were attractive ... but you wouldn't believe it.
(laughs)
(Suppor~ive)
C:
Everyone thinks differently.
(Assertive)
Such uses of laughter by a therapist illustrates how the
opinion giving is almost accentuated for the client who
often responds assertively, as illustrated in the three
cases above.
To summarize this section on opinion exchanges, emphasis should be placed on the

uni~ue

function for dis-

agreement of the clients assertiveness.

In addition, the

ambiguity created by the pauses following the announcement
of an opinion by the therapist and by the laughter accompanying certain opinions given by a therapist illustrates
the lack of clarity as to whether agreement or disagreement
is a more appropriate description of an opinion exchange.
The Interchange of Opinions and Information:

Although

the two preceding sections have identified information and
opinion exchanges as distinctive portions of a therapy
session, perhaps the more

fre~uent

situation is only a

momentary dwelling on information before a switch to opini0ns
is made and vice versa.

In short, whether a statement is

regarded as information or opinion is typically a negotiated
content.
Thus, whether a statement is defined as information or
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opinion depends on the response of the other perticipant.
The following example illustrates a not 1.mconunon
occurrence where the therapist appears to be seeking an
opinion--an attitude--and The client responds as if the
therapist sought information.
T:
C:
T:
C:

I wonder what going through another divorce,
what that would make you feel about yourself .•.
(Supportive)
I don 1 t think ... well, I felt bad after the first
one but I didn't have to stay ..• I came to Portland.
(Assertive)
How would you feel about yourself?
(Confrontive)
I'd go to eastern Washington ... the climate you
know, the air's cleaner, have you always lived
in this climate?
(Assertive)

In addition to a content negotiation, the transition between opinions and information is often characterized by
negotiations of styles, as noted especially in regard to
the

therapis~-initiated

changes found in patt rns five and

For instance, one way of switching from opinions

seven.

to information is demonstrated by the following passage
which can also be characterized as representing a pattern·
seven negotiation:
T:
C:

T:

My fantasy is that as you were growing up,
you were on the periphery of a group.
(Supportive)
Yeah, it's not a fantasy.
I'm getting used
to that word, cause you're usually right ..• I had
to talk or be responsible for the way I acted,
I'd rather not open my mouth and show my ignorance.
(Assertive)
Back to your family .•. (Confrontive, followed by
passive response by client)

In an attempt to systematize the discussion of the

transition from opinions to information or from information
to opinions, the usual circumstances surrounding these
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changes will be identified.

The first of four types of

situations in which the conversation shifts from information
to opinions is probab

the most

common~-the

shift to

opinions acts as closure on a topic on which information
has been shared.
the client may

Also in the "middle'' of a conversation,

~uestion

the therapist regarding certain

information and the therapist responds instead with an
opinion.

The reverse of this situation also occurs.

is, the therapist

re~uests

That

information from the client and

instead the client volunteers an opinion, often followed
by a counteropinion by the therapist.

A final situation

where the transition from information to opinions occurs
which is often overlooked because of its subtlety, is a
speaker who changes from giving information to delivering
opinions within a single turn at speaking.
Similarly, conditions under which opinions are transformed into information have been isolated.

If opinions

are exchanged at the end of a prior discussion on the
topic, either the therapist or client is likely to introduce a new topic on which to share information.

Further,

there exist at least three options following a clash of
opinions: the therapist may question the client to obtain
information which will confirm or disconfirm the client's
opinion; the therapist switches to sharing personal experiences which corroborate his/her opinion and to which the
client responds as if the experiences were information
rather than opinion; and a client m~y substantiate his/her
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opinion by providing

rel~vant

information.

Finally, where

there is agreement on opinions, either the client or therapist may switch by providing information to support the
consensu~l

stance.

Since these changes from one type of exchange to
another are quite rapid, pauses are usually absent but
laughter is used as a device to ease through the change.

For

instance, laughter can be used to bridge a gap between
information the client offers and an opinion given by the
therapist with respect to that information.
C: .• They asked me if I was dependable (laughs)
(Assertive)
T:
You seem dependable to me ... (Supportive)
In addition, laughter here also appears to communicate the
client's embarrassment over the issue of dependability.
therapist may also attempt to obtain information from

The

~he

client and failing to receive it, assert an opinion accompanied by laughter, as in the following passage.
T:
C:
T:
C:

What could you do if you weren't feeling so bad?
(Confrontive)
What could I do if I weren't feeling so bad •.•
Well, possibly do more things for myself/
(Passive)
I was just wondering if you were wallowing in it
(laughs, C smiles)
Don't bring it down here to
wallow in. . .
(Confront i ve)
Well ... God damn it ... there's some legitimate times
to feel shitty and depressed .•.
(Assertive)

Moreover, laughter may have a double function when dissipating
the impact of.a remark and easing from the opinion into

information.

c:
T:

knew ... (Asser:-ive)
I figured Dr.
How are you
Don't figure that, OK (laughs)
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G:

doing now?
(Confr~ntive to Supportive}
OK, I'd like to lose· some weight.
LAss.ertive)

Just as laughter characterizes the transition between opinions
and information, so do certain words which occur prominently
in such transitions..

In the following illustration, con-

trasting uses of one prominent word in th~rapy sessions-"feel"--demonstrates e transition between opinions and infermat ion.
C: .. I feel I'm making changes.
(Assertive)
T:
How do you feel as a result of the changes?
Supportive)
C:
I felt good, she (mother) did too.
We weren't
playing mother and son, but acting like adults ...
(Passive)
This passage illustrates the ambiguity of an exchange about
how the client feels.

That is, the client's first statement

and the therapist's question appear to be opinions but the
client's response indicates his interpretation of the therapist's question was one seeking information.

In identifying

the various portions of sessions involving the use of "feel,"
two types of responses have been classified as informational
responsed: when the client or therapist indicates a past
feeling or predicts how he/she will feel and when th~ client's
feeling is discussed as a topic in itself.

In addition, uses

of "feel" may indicate an attitude or opinion: when the topic
has centered on opinions end switches to a similar discussion
using the more subjective rhetoric of "I feel ... " rather than
"My opinion is ..• :" when the therapist is seeking an opinion
from a client; by using the rhetoric of feeling and when the
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feeling is identified as the current mood or
therapist or client.

att~tude

of

Finally, it should be noted that

dependence on responses for the meaning of strategic phrases
or words not only permee.tes the use of "feel" but also
characterizes the transitions between opinions and information.
A Summary: Formal and Content Negotiations
As noted throughout this chapter, contents impinge on
and are impinged upon by the forms of the interview.

How-

ever, the negotiations of style and the negotiations of content do not significantly overlap except in the transition
between opinions and information, a negotiation process
which was not anticipated prior to the data analysis.

Also

significant is the role of pauses and humor in the interview;
pauses occurred in closer conjunction with

cer~~i~

styles,

particularly the client who exhibits passive strategies.
Humor was most understandable when linked with a distinctive
content such as opinion giving by the therapist and embarrassment over revealing certain information or over yielding
in a persuasion effort by theclient.

Considering the results,

the style/content distinction appears to be a systematic
and useful way to explore negotiation processes within
therapy encounters.

CHAPTEH. IV
THE PROCESS OF THE INTERVIEW
Introduction
The two preceding sections discussing various forms
and contents of a therapy session have attempted to define
the characterize gore microscopic portions of the interview
than will receive attention in this chapter.

In short, the

process enveloping the various forms and contents will be the
subject of the present analysis.

Moreover, what will be

investigated is how various units, segregated thus far, such
as negotiation, non-negotiation and persuasion attempts,
affect the "flow 11 of the e:ccounter.

In addition, in order to

systematically investigate whether the differences in flows-a depiction of all the interaction in the interview by a
sketching of the styles as progressively employed by the two
participants--are merely a function of the therapist's
direction or whether the interaction is a key element in
developing or diverting the direction of the flow,

the flows

of the various therapy sessions will be segregated according
to the therapist involved.
Relevant Operational

Defin~tions

B.efore invest _iga t ing the sessions associated with
Therapi3t A, some terms to be employed necessitate some
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clarification.

In order to summarize the process of a session,

it is displayed by a flow chart, a graphic depiction of
all the interaction in an interview by sketching the progressive use of style by both parties.
preaches were tested.

Three different ap-

First, there was an attempt to identify

a trend for each flow chart such as multiple stylistic changes
in the first half of the interview with a gradual evolution
into one fixed combined style in the second half.

However,

of the 41 interviews, only four or five even slightly resembled any type of trend.

Second, the flows were analyzed to

discover the fixed sequences following various forms of the
interview.

That is, all Therapist B's interviews were in-

vestigated to see if a common sequential pattern could be
identified, such as non-negotiations initiated by a client
usually being succeeded by a therapist-initiated negotiation
or non-negotiations initiated by a therapist commonly followed
by a client-initiated negotiation.

For Therapists B and E,

this method clearly differentiated a majority of the interviews
from a &mall collection of exceptions to the sequential
patterns found in the majority.

However, for the sessions

involving the other three therapists a sequential pattern was
not clear enough.
Thus, a third approach was investigated.

This last

ap~

proach was found to coincide in every case with the sequential pattern but was a much clearer indication of pattercs
of flows for interviews involving all therapists.

The emphasis

cf this interactional pattern was on the flexibility of both
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therapist and client in relation to each other as far as
making stylistic changes is concerned.

Two dimensions of

flexibility were isolated--initiating stylistic changes and
reciprocating stylistic changes.

The number of stylistic

changes initiated by therapist and client was the combination
of therapist-initiated negotiations and non-negotiations and
client-initiated negotiations and non-negotiations, respectively; the number of stylistic changes reciprocated by the
therapist was

e~uivalent

to the number of client-initiated

negotiations, and similarly, those changes reciprocated by
the client corresponded to the number of therapist-initiated
negotiations.

By comparing the number of reciprocated changes

by the therapist to the total number of stylistic changes
initiated by the client, the percentage of changes reciprocated by the therapist was derived.

Likewise by

comparing

the number of reciprocated changes by the client to the total
number of stylistic changes initiated by the therapist, the
percentage of changes reciprocated by the client was calculated.
What was sought was a generalization as to whether therapist
or client initiated more st

istic changes and which of the

two reciprocated more stylistic changes.
The following example will perhaps clarify somewhat
the procedure for deciding who was classed as the initiator
of changes and who was identified as the greater reciprocator
of changes.

In an interview, if the therapist had initiated

two non-negotiations and 14 negotiations or 16 stylistic
changes while the client had initiated ten non-negotiations
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and two negotiations or 12 stylistic changes, then the ther~pist would be aeen as the initiator of changes

(16 over 12).

In addition, since the client had reciprocated 14 of the 16
stylistic changes initiated by the therapist, the client's
percentage of reciprocated changes would be 88 percent.

How-

ever, since the therapist had reciprocated only two of the

12 stylistic changes initiated by the client, the therapist's
percentage as a reciprocator would be a mere 17 percent.
Thus, the client would be identified as the one who reciprocated more often.

The generalized flexibility pattern of

the interview would thus be therapist as initiator and client
as reciprocator.

Incidentally, "even" will be used to

describe a situation where therapist and client initiated
stylistic changes which do not differ by more than three
changes.
Why this particular interaction pattern featuring
flexibility is significant will be shown in the investigation of the sessions which follow.

This type of pattern

will usually be preceded by the adjective "interaction" or
"flexibility" to indicate its difference from a negotiation
pattern.

To be sure, the interaction patterns can often be

seen as a continuum having at one extreme an imbalance with
the client being both initiator and reciprocator, having a
middle where the therapist and client are more or less even
or extremely clcse in the amount of initiating and reciprocating done, and having the other extreme where the therapist
appears to be the only flexible member, both initiating and
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and reciprocating more changes than the clients.

For each

therapist, a typical interaction pattern can be identified
and also "exceptions" to the pattern can be identified.

It

should b:: noted that "exception" is used here to indicate any
pattern differing from the "typical" interaction pattern for
a therapist.
By comparing various dimensions of the sessions composing
the typical flexibility pattern and those differing from that
pattern, hopefully some hypotheses may be generated concerning
those features of an interview which disrupt the set order of
the flow.

Moreover, the sessions illustrating the typical

pattern and these differing from that interaction pattern can
be arranged on a continuum.

That is, if the flexibility

pattern which is typical and the one which is "exceptional"
differ in the proportion of changes reciprocated, then the
protocols may be placed on a continuum beginning the series
with the case which involves the greatest discrepancy between
therapist and client in percentage of changes reciprocated
and ending the series with the case having the least gap
between the parties' rate of reciprocation.

The conditions

or dimensions of the sessions to be investigated in a comparative fashion are found by answering the five questions
which follow:
(l)

If the clients differ between sessions, are there
any dimensions of the client which appear to
influence changes in the flow of the interview;

(2) · Can the protocols be differentiated by the total
quantity of interchanges or by the ratio of
stylistic changes to the total quantity of

interchanges;
{3}

Do the typical patterns and the flexibility pattern
not fitt~ng the typical one diffe~ in the degree
to which each participant uses a "nredominant''
style;
(The predominant style wili be calculated
by simply counting the moves a client or a therapist make within each type of style with the style
appearing more often labelled as the one prevailing
in the interview);

(4)

Are the contents of the two types of intervies
different;

(5)

Do the typical interactional patterns demonstrate
one particular stage of the therapist-client
relationship while the interaction patterns not
conforming tc the typical pattern represent another
stage; for instance, does the typical pattern have
sessions clustering in an early stage while the
exceptional pattern is found in an interview
occurring in a middle stage.

It should be mentioned that the sequential flows coincide in
all cases with the differentiation indicated by the flexibility patterns.

That is, whenever an interactional pattern

differed from another, so did the sequential flow differ in
some manner.

Thus, the sequential flows will not be seen as

conditions for the different flexibility patterns but as more
thorough descriptions of the differences between the typical
interaction pattern.
Sessions Involving Therapist A
As mentioned earlier, 14 sessions involving Therapist A
are recorded in protocols.

Of these 14, eight involve a

client who will be identified by the number 1, four involve
Blient 2, and two involve Client 3.

The flexibility pattern

characterizing ten of the 14 interviews by Therapist A is
where the therapist initiates more stylistic changes and the
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client reciprocates more of the changes.

However, with each

client, the discussion will be segregated into the particulaz
client-therapist relationships.
ing

The eight flow charts featur-

interactions between Therapist A and Client 1 will

follow.

For ease of the analysis, the last two flow charts

will feature the exceptions to the typical flexibility pattern
while the others will be arranged more or less according to
a continuum with the most extreme examples of the typical
pattern appearing first.
Before exploring the data, a few explanatory notes may
be helpful.

First, the flow chart

(see Figure 5) represents

the entire interview reproduced in a graph which shows the
four styles developed in the methodological scheme.
are

connec~ed

The points

in order to indicate the consecutive moves of

the therapist and then the client, then the therapist again,
and so forth.

The two horizontal lines on this particular

graph represent the division of therapist and client moves.
A/crossing of the line indicates a single move.
tion

Other indica-

on the chart will be the forms of the interview as

outlined in the preceding chapter and abbreviated on the flow
charts and the occurrence of all persuasion attempts.

Second,

the protocols will be coded to indicate three items of infermation:

the therapist involved, the client participating, and

the chronological order of the sessions observed.

For instance,

the following figure will be coded as A-1-7, indicating that
Therapist A and Client 1 were the participants and it was the
~eventh

session observed between these two participants.
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A brief descri

ion of the differences between

protocols A-1-6 and A-1-5 from the other six illustrates that
the c

es appear to occur gradually, moving from two

extreme instances of the typical interaction pattern to the
exceptions to that pattern, with the exceptions characterized
by a pattern where the therapist both initiates and reciprocates more style changes than the client.

Table III

attempts to summarize a description of differences in flexibility of client and therapist in the ei

sessions.

The order of the sessions presented in this and all other
tables illustrates not the chronological occurrence of the
sessions (as indicated by the last number in the code identifying the protocol) but by a continuum based on a comparison
of the typical patterns and exceptional patterns in the relevant catagory, here being the proportion of changes reciprocated.
TABLE III
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST A Protocol
Number
A-1-7
A-1-4
A-l-2
A-l-1
A-1-3
A-1-8
A-l-6
A-l-5

CLIENT 1

!
.
STYLISTIC CHANGES
o/
Nn:nber Initiated 'tTumber Re c· in r o c at e d tO ReciiJro a ted B:rl
Theranist K:lient Tl.1eranist Client
Theranist Client
0
O%
13
69%
3
9
0
65
0
15
23
9
19
73
26
55
5
9
13
65
10
20
5
42
17
8
59
29
19

I

,a

19

14

16
15

13
,.
0

9

15

69

9
4

10
6

69
67

78
64

60
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A further descriptiDn of how the flows differed in the exceptions was developed by comparing the two most extreme examples
of the patterri, protocols A-i-7 and A-l-4, with the two exceptions, protocols A-l-6 and A-l-5, in the sequences by which
various forms

s~cceed

various other forms.

The only striking

difference in sequences was in the pattern where therapistinitiated negotiations succeed each other in the main, while
in the exceptions, the therapist-initiated negotiations are
followed by a period without any stylistic changes.
In order to generate some hypotheses as to why the divergences of the

fl~xibility

pattern occurred, the various dimen-

sions of the flows were analyzed.

Although the quantity of

interchanges ranged between 54 and 91, there was no distinctive clustering at either extreme of the continuum.
the number of style

c~anges

Also

per interchange are concentrated

around one style change for every five interchanges for both
client and therapist except in protocol A-l-7, the extreme
example of the pattern, and in protocol A-1-6, one of the exceptions to the pattern.

In protocol A-l-7, both therapist and

client made a style change about every seven interchanges while
in protocol, A-1-6 the client changed styles every seventh
interchange, and the therapist changed styles once every five
interchanges.

The dominant styles of client and therapist

were investigated to see if the continuum could be characterized
by style differences.

Table IV illustrates the lack of diff-

erentiation in styles according to the continuum.
As far as content distinctions are concerned, the topics
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discussed in the eight sessions were quite repetitive.

Most of

the time was spent in activities where the therapist gained informat ion from the client, interspersed with opinions by the therapist
for the most part.

In regard to persuasion attempts, in one of the

most extreme examples of the pattern, protocol A-1-7, and in one of the
exceptions, protocol A-l-5,

no persuasion attempts occurred.

one of the protocols in the middle of the continuum,

Also

protocol A-1-3,

was the only one of the eight sessions containing multiple (four)
separate persuasion attempts.

The final dimension of the interviews,

the occurrence of the interviews in a stage of the therapist-client
relationship, did no·t coincide with the differ·entiation between
the sessions not fitting the typical pattern. What may account for the
lack of differentiation in this particular therapist-client relat-

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST A - CLIENT 1
Protocol
Number
A-1-7
A-1-lt
A-l-2
A-l-l
A-1-3
A-l-8
A-1""6
A:..l-5

PP~DOMINfu~~

~"LIENT

(PERCENT ASSERriVE)
67%
60

68
58
58

STYLES
HERAPIST (PERCENT CONFRONTIVE)
35%
63
l.j.l.j.

55
55

l.j.l.j.

5]

63
77

57
40
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ionship is that

th~s

client had been seen by the therapist

for several months before the first observation occurred.
Thus, the dimension which

~uggests

a key to the appearance

of the continuum is the fact that in one of the sessions not
fitting the common pattern, A-l-6, the client was making
fewer stylistic changes than the therapist.

There is also

some indication that the presence or absence of persuasion
attempts may help to explain the varying flexibility of the
participants.
These suggestions will be further explored in the second
set of interviews involving Therapist A and Client 2.

The

four flow charts which follow are arranged along a continuum
from the most extreme example of the pattern to the exception to the pattern.

Again, the pattern features the therapist

as the main initiator and the client principally as reciproeating.

A ~uick summary of the distinctions between the flex-

ibility of the client and therapist is provided by Table V.

TABLE V
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST A -

Protocol
Number
A-2-2
A-2-4
A-2-1
A-2-3

CLIENT 2

STYLISTIC CHANGES
J."l'o. Initiated
No. Recinrocated
Theranist Client Therapist Client
4
14
19
13
ll
l
17
5
4
1
3
9
12
l
3
3

Recinrocated BY
Theranist C; i en t
31%
74%
20
65
34
25
34
25
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In short, protocol A-2-3 involves an exception to the pattern
by illustrating a session where the therapist is both more
initiating and more reciprocating than the client.

This

exception corresponds with the two exceptions noted in the
series of interviews involving Client 1.

In addition, protocol

A-2-3 differs from the other three in a sequential pattern
indicating that certain forms will usually follow certain
other forms.

The key difference is found in what succeeds

periods without any stylistic changes:

in the flows charac-

terized by the pattern, these periods without change are followed by no distinctive style but a variety of forms, while in
protocol A-2-3, these periods are succeeded in the main by
therapist-initiated non-negotiations.
The first dimensions which may differentiate the sessions--.
the

nu~ber

of interchanges--indicates that there is no distinc-

tive amount differentiating protocol A-2-3, although the protocols vary between 42 and 80 interchanges.

In addition,

the ratio of stylistic changes to total interchanges by client
and therapist differ but the variations do not coincide with
the differences in flexibility patterns.

Also, the domi-

nant styles, as seen in Table VI, do not appear to distinguish
the exception from the other processes featuring the typical
patterned interaction.
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TABLE VI
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PPEDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST A - CLIENT 2

Protocol
Number

PREDOMINANT STYLES
LIE NT (PERCENT ASSERTIVE) THERAPIST
62%
81
88
87

A-2~2

A-2-4
A-2-1
A-2-3

(PERCE~T

SUPPORTIVE)

53%
73
70
64

Although the table does not demarcate protocol A-2-3 from the other
sessions, it does indicate that the client was much more passive
and also the therapist more confrontive in the most extreme example of
the typical pattern, Session A-2-2.

A third dimension.to be dis-

cussed--the content--distinguishes protocol A-2-3 somewhat.

The excep-

tion to the pattern is the only protocol in which a persuasion attempt
transpired.

Indeed, in the three other sessions as in the fourth

observed, the client initiated the topics to be discussed in the main.
Also the therapist assu.ined the role of listene:;::, more or less.

Ho\v-

ever, in the session with t:he persuasion period, the therapist attempted to convince the client to change her perception of relationships.

This encouragement by the therapist was not the therapist's

"usual" way of interacting with Client 2.
The final
relationship.

dime~sion

to be explored concerns the state of the

As in the sequence of interviews between Therapist A

and Client 1, the therapist had seen the client for several months
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before the observations occurred and the particular sequence
observed did nQt appear to differentiate the sessions.

The

observer probably captured a middle stage in both of the
therapist-client relationships described.

In summary, while

predominant styles may have a slight effect on the flexibility
of the participants, in this instance the therapist's pursuit of a verbalized change of stance by the client seemed
more strongly associated with the deviation from the pattern
of flexibility for Therapist A.
The third set of therapist-client sessions with Therapist A's involvement differs somewhat from the other two sets.
In the first two sets, the typical pattern of flexibility represented the therapist as initiating

~ore

and the client as

reciprocating more stylistic changes with the exceptions fitticg
a pattern where the therapist both initiated and reciprocated
more than the client.

In this set involving Client 3, the

session which corresponds to the typical patterns of Therapist A with other clients is considered the typical flexibility
pattern.

The exception to the pattern occurs when client and

therapist initiate style changes about the same number of
times and client reciprocates more stylistic changes.

Of the

following two charts, the first illustrates the typical pattern
and the second, the exception.
differentiate the protocols.

Two types of descriptions will
The first description of the

flexibility differences is summarized in Table VII.
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TABLE VII
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST A Protocol
Number
A-3-1
A-3-2

CLIENT 3

STYLISTIC c rrf:..I~G ~ s
!.'-tO •
Reciprocated
No. Initiated
Theranist Client Thera_Qist 'Client
26
13
17
5
11
13
3
7
'T

c:-1
j(/

Recinrocated :3 ~r ·
Theranist Client
38%
65%
54
27

In addition, the flows of the two interviews in terms of
sequences of forms differentiates the two protocols.
protocol

A-3-1~

of Therapist

A~

In

which represents the typical intaction pattern
therapist-initiated negotiations often follow

non-negotiations initiated by either therapist or client.
In contrast, the non-negotiations initiated by therapist of
client are never followed by therapist-initiated negotiations
in the exception represented by protocol A-3-2.
Before e

oring the dimensions surrounding only the

two interviews, it

shou~d

be noted that more differentiating

conditions can be identified with only two sessions, but some
of the distinctions may be spurious due to the lack of cases
with which to make further comparisons.

For instance, pro-

tocol A-3-1 exceeds protocol A-3-2 by ten interchanges.

In

addition, there is a rather obvious discrepancy in the style
changes by both therapist and client between protocols.

In

the typical pattern interview, both therapist and client average a style change every four-and-a-half interchanges while
the

sessio~

representing

th~

exception to the pattern has

much fewer style changes proportionately--the therapist changing
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,j<·

styles every ten interchanges and the client

rr~king

style changes

slightly more often, once eveFy eight interchanges.

Moreover, the

dominant styles appear to distinguish the sessions as seen in the
following table.
TABLE VIII
PERCENTABLES REPRESENTING

APPEAR~NCES

OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDONINANT STYLES
THERAPIST A - CLIENT 3
Protocol
Number

PREDOMINANT STYLES
CLIENT (PERCENT PASSIVE)
THERAPIST (PERCENT CONFROlfTIVE)

A-3-1
A-3··2

4-7%
67

79%
59

So it appears that the clinet is passive and the therapist, supportive
to a much greater extent in the session where client and therapist
initiate stylistic changes rather equally.

Also, although the

topics discussed in both interviews are the same--the client's relationship with her husband and her obesity--how they are discussed
differs somewhat.

In the interview with the "standard" pattern,

the persuasion about weight occurs only in the latter half of the session.

However,

in protocol A-3-2, the therapist introduces a per-

suasion effort toward the beginning of the interview.

Also the

persuasion about changing the client's weight and her relationship
with her husband is intensified by the therapist's telling the client
to either change her attitude or terminate the
client relationship.

As the session develops,

comes identified as the

last

one

the therapistthe session be-

of this particlllar therapist-
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client series.

Thus, it is difficult to know whether to

attribute the differentiations of the two patterns to the
nature of a terminating interview or to treat them as spurious
due to the lack of other confirming sessions in the pattern.
However, since the earlier session resembles the majority of
the interviews conducted by Therapist A, it is probably more
likely that the flow of a terminating interview--especially
when terminated under the circumstances described here-dis~upts

the usual patterned process constructed by the thera-

pist and the client.
In summary, of the three sets of Therapist A, it is
probably more common for a "non-directive" therapist to be
involved in sessions similar to those in the first two sets
sessions representing a middle period of a therapist-client
relationship and with the

client, the

in~eraction

patterns definitely shifted.
Sessions Involving Therapist B
The analysis of Therapist B's sessions can be organized
similarly to the presentation of the interviews conducted by
Therapist A, since both were observed with several clients
more than once.

Observations of Therapist B in therapist-

client interviews will be divided into four sets to be analyzed.

However, the fourth set will be composed of the three

sessions which feature a different client in each interview
with all representing one pattern.

Incidentally, sessions

involving Therapist B feature two typical patterns: the pattern
fitting seven of the twelve interviews is characterized by
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the therapist and client initiating about the same amount of
stylistic changes and the client reciprocating more than the
therapist; the other pattern demonstrated by four sessions,
represent a client who both initiates and reciprocates more
stylistic changes than the therapist.
exception to both of these patterns.

There is also one
However, within the

individual groupings, one pattern will appear to be the common
one and the other, as the exception.

It should be noted that

the dots in the lines connecting the flow of the interviews
of Therapist B are indicating a departure from conversation
to read questions and answers out of a particular therapylinked book.
The interactions of Therapist B and Client 1 compose
a sample of four sessions.

The first three charts illustrate

the pattern where client and therapist can both be classified
as initiators and the client as reciprocator.

The last flow

chart illustrates the exception in which the client is both
initiator and reciprocator.

Also, the flow charts are

arranged on a continuum, with the protocol in which the number
of initiated changes by each participant are closest, beginning the series and the session where the client's initiating moves clearly exceed the therapist's ending the
continuum.

The description of the flow charts will be two-

fold with the following table illustrating the flexibility
of client and therapist in the activities of initiating and
reciprocating stylistic changes.
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TABLE IX
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:

THERAPIST B - CLIENT 1
Protocol
Number
B-1-4
B-1-3
B-1-1
B-1-2

I
I

STYI·ISTIC CH __ll_f'~GES
r~ o .
Initiated
J.IT o. ?,ecinrocated
Therapist Client Therapist
Client
16
16
12
3
1
6
5
T
10
16
13
3
4
20
2
3

~0

Recinroc~ted

Therapist
19%
lT
23
10

3y

'
I

Client
75%

TO

62
75

Just as the gap between the exceptional session and the sessions
fitting the pattern is dramatic with respect to the number of
style changes initiated, so is the contrast between the most
frequent sequences of forms for each type of session.

Spec-

ifically, the exceptional pattern here is characterized by a
strong association between non-negotiations initiated by the
client and periods of no stylistic change.

In short, initia-

tions of style changes by the client break up long periods
where no other stylistic change occurs.

In contrast, in the

other three sessions, representing the typical flexibility
pattern in the

~ntervieV3

of Therapist B and Client 1, periods

of no style change and non-negotiations initiated by therapists
are often succeeded by therapist-initiated negotiations.
In investigating various conditions of the therapy
session, several dimensions appeared to differentiate protocol
B-l-2, the exception, from the other sessions.

For instance,

thesession contained in protocol B-1-2 demonstrated the highest number of interchanges, 105, in the grouping; the other
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session contained 83,

89

and 49 interchanges, not coinciding with

the continuum of Table IX, however.

In addition, tha ratio of sty-

listie changes appears significant in this grouping as outlined in
Table X.
TABLE X
THE RATIO OF STYLE CHANGES TO INTERCHANGES:
THERAPIST B - CLIENT l
Protocol
Ratio of Si:yle Changes/Total Interch~~ges
Number r - Therapist
Client
B-1-4
B-1-3
B-1-1
B-1-2

1
1
1
1

per
per
per
per

1
1
1
1

8

10
7 1/2
26

per
per
per
per

4 1/2
6
5

4

The lack of change by the therapist in the session which deviated from
the pattern, protocol B-1-2, is quite spectacularly differentiated
from the others.

Corresponding to this marked distinction is the degree

to which each participant maintains a predominant style in

the session

deviating from the pattern, as developed in Table XI.
TABLE XI
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES
THERAPIST B - CLIENT 1
Protocol
Number
B-1-4
B-1-3
B-1-1
B-1-2

PREDOMINANT STYLES
THERAPIST (PERCENT CONFRONTIVE)
LIE NT (PERCENT PA~I\~)
72%
65
67
80

83%
84
81
97
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In addition, although

~rot8col

B-l-2 features the persuasion

effort spanning the largest number of interchanges, protocol
B-1-l also contains a persuasion attempt.

Otherwise there is

no distinctive content differentiating protocol B-l-2 from
the other three sessions.

Also, there is nothing distinctive

about the order of the sessions probably because the observa
tions

conducted in this particular therapist-client relation-

ship may be characterized as belonging to a middle stage.

In

summary, the extreme inflexibility of the therapist in the
session illustrating the deviating interaction pattern in the
high ratio of style changes to total interchanges--appears to
be responsible for the creation of an interaction which departs from the usual interaction flow between Therapist B
and Client l.
The next

~rouping

illust~ates

in Therapist A's interactions.

a phenomenon not evident

That is, the typical pattern

of a therapist interacting with one client may not be the
typical pattern with another client.

With respect to Client

2, Therapist B interacted in two of the three sessions with
the interaction pattern which was the deviating pattern in
regard to Client l

-- the client both initiates and reciprocates

more stylistic changes than does the therapist.

The excep-

tional pattern here was the typical pattern in the preceding
grouping--the client and therapist are more or less equal
in times initiating style changes although the client still
reciprocates changes more often than does the therapist.
The three flow charts are in chronological order with the third
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session illustrating the deviation from the pattern.

The

varying flexibility of the participants is graphically sketched
in Table XII. Just as the protocols differ in the proportion

TABLE XII
A SUMMARY OF THE PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST B -

Protocol
Number
B-2-1
B-2-2
B-2-3

STYLISTJ.C CHANGES
INa. necJ.procated
l.nl.t 1 al-ea
herapist Client TheraPist Client
7
4
18
5
2
3
4
15
10
12
3
15
1~

r

CLIENT 2

0.

I

70 Reciprocated By
Therapist Client
66%
28%
75
13
67
25

of changes initiated by each party, so are the sessions characterized by varying formal sequences.

The sessions illustrating

the typical interaction pattern are characterized by periods
of no stylistic changes interrupted

~y

client-initiated non-

negotiations while the session deviating from that typical
pattern contains periods of no change followed by therapistinitiated negotiations and client-initiated non-negotiations,
which balance each other's initiating moves.
The dimensions segregating the two types of sessions are
more difficult to identify.

For instance, all three sessions

approximate the same amount of interchanges (circa 90).

In

regard to the ratio of style changes to total interchanges,
the client in

~11

three sessions has a relatively consistent

ratio--one change every five or six interchanges.

In contrast,

the therapist changed proportionately much less in one of the
sessions

char~cterized

by the typical pattern; protocols B-2-l

, , ?

..L.L-

and B-2-3 featured in ratio of one to 12 and one to 10~ respectively,
while the ratio in protoco1 B-2-2 was rr,erely one change per 23 interchanges.

In addl tion, differentiation by the predominant style of

each participant does not appear very striking as seen in Table XIII.
TABLE XIII
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING

APPEAPJU~CES

OF CLIENT AND THEPAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST B - CLIENT 2

Protocol
Number
B-2-l
B-2-2
B-2-3

f

PREDOMINA..li!T STYLES
LIENT (PERCENT PASSIVE) THERAPIST (PERCENT CONFRONTIVE)
65%
75
67

i

I

86%
96
82.

l
-~

J

The main difference in contents is the occurrence of no persuasion
attempts in protocol B-2-3, while protocol B-2-l contains one persuasian effort and protocol B-2-2, three different persuasion periods.
Finally, there appears to be nothing distinctive about the stage of the
therapist-client relationship influencing the interactional flows
of these three sessions. Thus, the only distinguishing element here
appears to be the coincidence of no persuasion periods and the exceptional interaction pattern.
Ir. the two observations of therapy sessions \dth Therapist B and Client
3, one of ·the patterns does not fit either of the two typical patterns associated with Therapist B.

Thus~i:he

session, B-3-2, will be defined as the
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exception and its flow chart will follow that ~f protocol B-3-l.
The first session fits the dominant patter~ associated with
Therapist B where the client both initiates
more stylistic changes.

reciprocates

The other session of Client 3 is

exactly opposite of the first with the therapist both initiating and reciprocating more style changes, as indicated in
the following table.

TABLE XIV
A SUMMARY OF THE PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST B -

Protocol
Number

CLIENT 3

STYLISTIC CHANGES
Initiated
~r o.
Reciprocated
Heciurocated BY
y
Theranist
Cli en.t Theravis: 1 ,.., 1 ~ e ;· + ~ ·;. ·~ r. ,, , n 1 ~ + Client
2
100%
3
-rI
9
-~
-?2ot
4
,
4o
24
2
17
5
I
'
'
~\j

!J

0.

I

......

B-3-l
B-3-2

.L

, .........__

! ... :· ~.:.·~- --

-·;;:::. v

fO

-------..-----~

Moreover, the opposite

se~uences

characterize these two sessions.

of non-negotiation forms also
In short, periods of no

style change and client-initiated non-negotiati.ons reflect
the natu~e of the first type of session (protocol B-3-l) while
periods of no style change and therapist-initiated non-negotiations depict the character of the second type of session
(protocol B-3-2).
In comparing the two sessions, the first dimension to
differentiate the two sessions is tte fact that protocol
B-3-2, the exceptional pattern is longer by about 20 interchanges than protocol B-3-l.

In addition, as

pated, the ratio of style changes to total

~ight

be antici-

in~erchanges

is
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. just the opposite in the two sessions, as shown in the following table.

TABLE XV
THE RATIO OF STYLE CHANGES TO INTERCHANGES:
THERAPIST B - CLIENT 3
Protocol
Number
B-3-1
B-3-2

RATIO OF STYLE CHANGES/TOTAL INTERCHANGES
Thera:Qist
Client
1 per 15
1 per 8
1 per 6 1/2
1 per 14 1/2

The predominant styles also differentiate the two types of
sessions as illustrated in Table XVI.
TABLE XVI
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST B - CLIENT 3

-

.Protocol
DOMINANT STYLES
CLIENT (Percent Passive TE1<:RAPIST (Percent Confront:i.ve
Number
B-3-1
74%
89%
66
90
B-3-2
It appears that the less each participant maintained a dominant style, the more style changes and the more flexible the
participant acts in the interaction process.

The two sessions

also varied in the types of content; protocol B-3-1 was largely
composed of information gathering by the therapist; protocol
B-3-2 had one persuasion effort recurring almost throughout
the entire interview.

Finally, protocol B-3-2 was a session

observed a week following the session

i~

protocol B-3-1.

It
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may also be significant that the two protocols were the second
and third sessions in this particular therapist-client relationship.

In summary, some of .the distinctions may not have

been identified if a larger sample had been available.

How-

ever, from the findings discussed, it appears that persuasion
efforts are often the key in influencing the interaction process.
Although the remaining three interviews involving Therapist B involve different clients and represent the same pattern-where the therapist and client initiate about the same number
of changes and the client reciprocates more than does the
therapist--the interviews may be arranged along a continuum
for purposes of study.

The continuum on which the charts were

arranged is based on the degree to which the therapist and
client differed in reciprocation of the other's stylistic
changes, as indicated in Table XVII.
TABLE XVII
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST B - CLIENTS 4,5,6
ST!YLISTIC CHANGES
IN o. Recinrocated llf/0 Recinro_c ated B_y_
Protocol No lnitiated
Number
~heranist Client. ~heranist IClient Therap_i st Client
h
8
0
4
B-4-1
o%
67%
14
11
2
14
18
B-5-1
85
8
2
22
B-6-1
63
9
5
.J

Despite the similarity of behaviors in interaction, the
types of client varied extensively in these interviews: Client

6 was a-talk•tive woman on an initial visit to the clinic;
Client 5 was a long-term client of

Th~rapist

B, having coun-
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seled together with the same therapist for some ten months;
and Client

4

was an extremely passive person, often speaking

very hesitantly and had seen the therapist only once or twice
previously.

The absence of marked differentiation in the

interactional flows which reflect the divergent persons in
the three inteNieWs supports the notion that the flow of
therapy is more a product of interactive elements and less
a reflection of the personal attributes of the client or
therapist at the outset.
However, because these three sessions can be placed
on a continuum, it is necessary to inspect what other varying
dimensions may characterize the interviews.

For instance,

protocol B-6-1 has only 49 interchanges while both B-4-1 and
B-5-1 are composed about 90 interchanges.

Further, the only

relevant ratio of style changes to total interchanges is the
therapist's extremely high ratio in protocol B-4-1, one
change per 23 interchanges.

All the other ratios range between

one change to four interchanges and one change for every eight
interchanges.

The continuum in terms of reciprocating cor-

responds with the decreasing predominance of one style per
interactant.
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TABLE XVIII
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING

AP~EARANCES

OF CLIENT AND THERAPIS1 IN PREDOMINATING STYLES:
THERAPIST B - CLIENTS 4,5,6
Protocol
PREDOMINANT STYLES
CLIENT (Percent Passive) THERAPIST (Percent Confrontive)
Number
B-4-1
86%
96%
B-5-1
67
88
44
B-6-1
71
The amount of persuasion attempts also proceed along the same
continuum: protocol B-4-1 involved three persuasion periods;
protocol B-5-1, one; and protocol B-6-l,none.

The contents

were also diversified according to the stage of the therapistclient relationship.

For instance, since protocol B-6-1 repre-

sented an initial interview, a majority of the time was spent
by the therapist in collecting standarized information about
the client.

Since Client 4 had been assigned various tasks

by the therapist in the preceding session, much of protocol
B-4-1 was devoted to a discussion of whether the client
followed through on the therapist's advice.

Finally, protocol

B-5-1 resembled a conversation between good friends with some
kidding but centering most of the attention on the problem the
client wanted to discuss.

Thus, this last grouping seems to

demonstrate a

clea~

interaction.

One of the outstanding findings arising from

division between content and form in the

the investigation of the sessions of Th.erapist B is the division
between interactional flow and clients.
therapist-client

relation~hips

Not only do different

demonstrate different typical

interactional patterns, but also different clients may demonstrate
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the same type of pattern.

Sessions Involving Therapist C
The

proc~dure

for analyzing the last grouping of

sessions in connection with Therapist B will correspond
closely to the analysis here.

The five sessions with

Therapist C involved five different clients but only one
typical interaction pattern, with one exception.

Four of the

sessions more or less illustrate encounter where the therapist initiates more stylistic changes while the client
reciprocates more of the changes initiated by the therapist.
However, these four sessions along with the exception where
the therapist both initiates and reciprocates more than the
client can be

~rranged

along a continuum as demonstrated by

the order of the five flow charts.

However, as seen in

Table XIX, the session which is not characterized by the
pattern, protocol C-5-1, differs substantially more from the
other sessions than the other four sessions differ from each
other.

The sequences common to the four sessions representing

the typical pattern differ in three ways from the formal
sequence of various elements in the session, deviating from
that pattern:

(1) in the sessions representing the typical

interaction pattern, therapist-initiated non-negotiations
were not succeeded predominantly by any
protocol C-5-l,

th~rapist-initiated

succeeded themselves;

oth~r

form while in

negotiations often

(2) in the four sessions similar in

regard to flexi bi li ty, therapis.t-ini t iated negotiations were
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TABLE XIX
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST C

Protocol .N 0. lnJ..tJ.ated
Number Tnerao1st ClJ..en

C-1-1
C-2-1
C-3-1
C-4-1
C-5-1

14
11
10
11
22

followed most

STYLISTIC CHANGES
No. Reciprocate ~ % Reciprocated B
.LherapJ..s
Client Therap1.st 1vllen\

7
7
4
7

2
2
1
4

9

7

fre~uently

10

7
5
7
1

by either other

28%
28
25
57
78

70%
64
50
64

35

therapis~-initiated

negotiations or a period of no style change; in the session
deviating from the pattern, therapist-initiated negotiations
were succeeded most often by client-initiated negotiations;
and (3) protocol C-5-1 contained periods of no stylistic
changes followed by either non-negotiations or negotiations
initiated by the therapist while the same type of period
in the other protocols was associated most often with negotiations initiated by either therapist or client.
In investigating the conditions under which the interaction proceeded in each session, it should be noted again
that the client varied in each session.

In the four sessions

identified with the typical interaction pattern, the client
was male and rather young (under 30 years of age) while in
the session deviating from the pattern, the client was an
elderly female.

However, the four male clients diverged in
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the problem presented.

Further, the four sessions repres-

enting the pattern clustered between 44 and 55 in total
number of interchanges while protoc61 C-1-l contained 88
interchanges altogether.

Also, in the session differing

f~om

the common pattern, the ratio of stylistic changes to total
interchanges was lower for the therapist than for the client
but the opposite was characteristic of the other four interviews.

The styles, as depicted in Table XX, are not imme-

dia.tely

significant in distinguishing the typical pattern

from the session deviating from that pattern.
TABLE XX
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES OF
CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST C

Protocol
Number
C-1-1
C-2-1
C-3-1
c-4-1
C-5-1

CLIENT

PREDOMINANT STYLES
Assertive)
THERAPIST (% Supportive)
53%
73%
31
54
84
76
34
27
82
49

(%

Protocol C-5-1, in regard to style, appears to be in the
middle of the range for the therapist and similar to protocol
C-3-1 in representing a session where the client assumes for
the most part assertive strategies.

Further,

p~otocols

C-5-1

and C-3-1 can be differentiated in terms of content, for
protocol C-5-1 had several long-lasting persuasion periods
whereas protocol C-3-1 contained only one minor persuasion
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effort.

Also the topics of the perPuasion efforts justify

the labelling of the session deviating from the pattern as
portraying major persuasion efforts--the main persuasion
period concerned the client's leaving her husband--and
protocol C-3-l as a minor effort--the persuasion being
concerned with whether the client was to read a certain
book.
The final dimension separating protocol C-5-l from the
other four concerns the type of
represents.

the~apist-client

relation it

Protocol C-5-l was a session in which the

client met with the therapist alone for the first time; she
had seen Therapist C with her husband three prior times.
All of the other four sessions were somewhat early in the
therapist-client relationship--either the second or third
session . . Thus, from the discussion of the five interviews
the reason protocol C-5-l's flow differed significantly from
the processes of the other four interviews appears to be a
combination of factors.

Essentially, the client's asser-

tive strategies along with the long, somewhat intense persuasion pushes by the therapist changed the usual interaction
pattern of the therapist.
Sessions Involving Therapist D
The six clients observed in session with Therapist D
revealed very similar interaction patterns as indicated in
the flow charts.

Since the last chart represents an exception

to the pattern of the other five--where the therapist initiates
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more style changes and the client is more active in reciprocating changes--and because it differs by closing the
discrepancy between client and therapist in initiating
varying formal actions, the protocols have been arranged from
the session representing the greatest gap in therapist's
and client's initiations of stylistic changes being first to
the least gap, the exception, last.

Table XXI summarizes the

phenomenon just described.

TABLE XXI
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST D

Protocol
Number
D-1-l
D-2-l
D-3-l
D-4-l
D-5-l
D-6-l

S'IYLISTIC CHANGES
No. Initiated
I~ o.
Recip:rocated ~~ Reciprocated By
Thers.uist Client Therauist Client Therapist CJ:ien··~ I
':l,..
!
69 i;
6
25
..,.)
l6
38%
ll
27
19
3
27
70
82
40
4
8
22
10
80
4
12
l
25
15
42
82
14
3
17
7
8
ll
14
12
l
79

Curiously enough, the sessions which differs from the typical
interaction pattern in regard tc initiating actions represents
the most extreme example of the pattern in the client's
reciprocating more style changes than the therapist.

Such

a mixture may obscure a clear differentiation of the excepticn
from the other five sessions.
difference

There is one indication of the

between the types of patterns by sequences--

therapist-initiated non-negotiations are followed by a variety
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of forms in the sessions
for Therapist D

wn~le

exe~plifying

the typical pattern

tharapist-initiated non-negotiations

are usually succeeded by client-initiated non-negotiations in
the

sess~on

which deviates from the pattern.

It can also be

noted that a trend appears to characterize both protocols
D-3-1 and D-6-1 where more style changes occur in the first
half of the session and the maintenance of a style by each
participant is more steady in the second half:
this trend occurs in protocol D-5-1.

Thus~

A reverse of

trends appear

unrelated to patterns of flexibility, in relation to
Therapist D.
In regard to variations among the different clients
represented, the clients are quite heterogeneous.
the clients are equally divided

betwe~n

For instance,

male and female and

four of the six were involved in an initial session with the
therapist.

Nothing appears to differentiate the client ap-

pearing in protocol D-6-1 from the clients encountered in the
other sessions.

Also, there is no differentiation by amount

of total interchanges transpiring although protocol D-6-1
does vary in that the therapist's ratio of stylistic change
is one change every 11 interchanges, a much higher ratio than
all the others, both by client and therapist, which average
about one change per five interchanges.

Another condition

to be investigated, the predominant styles maintained, is
summarized in Table XXII.

TABLE XXII
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST :C
!Protocol
~umber

D-1-1
D-2-1
D-3-1
D-4-1
D-5-1
D-6-1

PREDOMINANT S'I'YLES
CLIENT ~% PASSIVE)
THERAPIS'r (% CONFRONTIVE)

50%
41
51
35
71
71

70%
64
68
50
71

so

l

I

I

The predominance of one style for th6 client or therapist
does not reflect the continuum but seems just to indicate
that both protocols D-5-1 and D-6-1 have a high degree of
maintenance of a passive style by the client and a confrontive
style by the therapist.

In regard to content, the interviews

are all characterized by a mixture of information gathering
and persuasion efforts by the therapist.
of content seems to delineate
reflecting the pattern.

th~

No specific type

exception from the sessions

Thus, as mentioned earlier, due to

the fact that protocol D-6-1 both deviates from the typical
pattern in initiating changes and conforms to the typical
flow in reciprocating changes, there is a lack of distinctiveness in dimensions surrounding the sessions.

The

clearest distinction is the decreased amount of stylistic
changes made by the therapist in protocol D-6-l.

Sessions Involving Therapist E
The final grouping of sessions involves Therapist E.
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Mthough two of the sessions involve the same client, the
sessions will be treated with the other two because the
former couple reflect a pattern typifying Therapist E's
sessions.

One of the sessions, however, does depart from

Therapist E's usual interaction pattern-where the client
both initiates and reciprocates more style changes than
does the therapist-because it depicts both therapist and
client as initiating and reciprocating almost

e~uivalently.

The arrangement of the flow charts attempts to illustrate
a continuum based on percentage of reciprocity, but the one
session not fitting the typical pattern, the last in the
series, more or less breaks from the continuum.
In order to summarize concisely the flexibility of
the participants in the four sessions, the following table
has been constructed.

TABLE XXIII
A SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF FLEXIBILITY:
THERAPIST E

Proto co
Number
E-1-l
E-2-1
E-2-2
E-3-1

ETYLISTIC CHANGES
No. Initiated
No. Reciprocated % Reciurocated By
TheraPist Client Therapist Client Therapist Client
l
2
14%
67%
3
7
4
22
8
18
6
75
4
6
16
67
19
3
40
42
2
3
7
5

The sequences following certain forms also differentiate
protocol E-3-1 from the other sessions; that is, in the three
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sessions featuring
periods

withou~

client-initiated

Ther~fiet

E's typical interaction mode,

style change succeed and are succeeded by
negotiation~,

while protocol E-3-l contains

periods without stylistic changes succeeded most often by
client-initiated negotiations and client-initiated nonnegotiations, followed in the main by therapist-initiated
negotiations.
Although the three clients involved are all female and
lon~-term

clients, the one appearing in the exceptional

pattern was a "favorite'' of the therapist, as indicated to
the researcher by the therapist in informal conversation.
By "favorite'', the therapist

w~s

indicating that this client
prog~ess

was a "success" and had achieved remarkable

through

therapy sessions and the help of certain community agencies.
Accordingly, the therapist regarded her with much pride.
Moreover, the number of total interchanges fail to differentiate the two types of sessions.

However, the ratio of style

changes to total interchanges does demarcate protocol E-3-l
from the others, as shown in Table XXIV.

TABLE XXIV
THE RATIO OF STYLE CHANGE TO INTERCHANGES:
THERAPIST E
Protocol
Number
E-1-1
E-2-1
E-2-2
E-3-l

Ratio of Style Changes/Total Interchanges
Client
Theranist
l per 3
l per 11
l per 9
l per 3 1/2
l per 12
l per 4
, per ~
1 per 6

I

.

/

Stylistic changes are much core evenly distrib ted in protocol
E-3-1> Also protocol E-3-1 is the only session featuring a
persuasion effort; inciden~aliy, it was initiated by the
client.

She wanted some advice from the therapist on

to accept a certain job.

whe~her

The only stylistic differentiation

between protocol E-3-1 and the other sessions is the much
lower maintenance of a confruntive style by the therapist.

TABLE XXV
PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING APPEARANCES
OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST IN PREDOMINANT STYLES:
THERAPIST E
Protocol
Number
E-1-1
E-2-1
E-2-2
E-3-1

PREDOMINANT STYLES
CLIENT (% Passive)
T HER.b.. P IS T _Ci Confrontive)

57%

43

8r.u1
C:. ;o
88

32
39

6S

91

Thus, the deviation of interactional flow by Therapist E did
appear to hinge on who the client was.

It should be noted

that in all other instances involving different

cli~nts

the

tendency is for the same rather than a different interactional
pattern to be invoked.

This occurred for Therapist E in

the lack of differentiation of patterns

b~tween

the two

clients involved in the other three sessions.
A Summary:

An Analysis of the Conditions Affecting the Lack

lf Consistency in Interactional Flows of Therapy Sessions
A general finding emerging from this investigation of
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the interactional flow of therapy sessions in relation to
particular therapists is the absence of a mode of interaction characteristic of a therapist which dominates all of his/
her sessions with clients.

Each of the five therapists had

at least one distinctive interactional pattern with clients
but each therapist also deviated from that pattern in one or
more instances.

Incidentally~

the two therapists most dis-

tinctively "directive" utilized most frequently the pattern
where the client both initiated and reciprocated more style
changes than did the

therapist~

while the three therapist

indicating a more or less "non-directive" orientation most
often demonstrated an interactional pattern in which the
therapist initiates more style changes and the client reciprocates a greater proportion of the stylistic changes.
Also, there is no clear evidence that who the client
was consistently affects the interaction because the therapist is the main demonstrated the same interactional pattern
with different clients.

Further~

different interactional

patterns were associated with the same therapist and the same
client in different sessions.

Thus~

the evidence here

indicates that e:f:ement s within the interact ion its elf affect
the flow whereby an interaction proceeds from beginning to
end.
There is one other major generalization which can be
derived

fro~

the preceding analysis

o~

the process charact-

erizing therapy sessions: it concerns the conditions surrounding the changes of a therapist's pattern of interaction
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with a client.

There were three types of changes made by

therapists: as indicat.ed by the 2ontinuum: the therapist
became more initiating of stylistic changes; he or she reciprocated a greater proportion of changes; or the therapist
initiated style changes less often.

The first switch, where

the therapist initiates a greater proportion of the stylistic
changes, was circumscribed by a variety of conditions the
three times it occured: a difference in clients (one time
only), the quantity of interchanges, the ratio of stylistic
changes to total interchanges, the content involving a persuasion, the dominance of the interactants' styles, and the
stage the session represented in the therapist-client relationship.

The same type of conditions characterized the five

occasions where the therapist became more reciprocating.
Excepting the distinctive occurence of the persuasion attempt,
similar dimensions illustrated the therapist's becoming less
initiating of style changes.
Apparently, no

~

distinctive interactive element could

be used to predict when the therapist will demonstrate his/her
typical interactional pattern and when he or she will deviate
from that pattern.

What does seem to be suggested, however,

is a whole set of elements in a session participating in the
change from a typical mode of interacting.

These findings are

somewhat suggestive of Kenneth Burkes's pentad of act, scene,
agent, agency, and purpose to investigate social situations.
(Burke, 1969: xv)

In short, multiple dimensions of the

situation appear to contribute to the flow of interaction in a
therapy session.

CHAPTER V
SOME REFLECTIONS ON NEGOTIATION

Introduction
This thesis has been an attempt to operationalize
the concept of negotiation with a methodological scheme
and then to emplpy the scheme to systematically investigate
negotiation processes in therapy sessions.

At this time, it

appears appropriate to discuss the two types of information
emerging from the study--comments on the feasibility of
applying the methodological scheme in future endeavors and
hypothetical generalizations developed by comparing this
analysis of therapy sessions with other theoretical contributions ori interaction in similar dyadic settings.
Comments on the Methodological Scheme
As mentioned occasionally in the preceding chapter,
problems have arisen in endeavoring to utilize a predefined
scheme to analyze data which is relatively free-flowing,
often spontaneous in character.

The most problematic feature

appearing in the coding of the protocols.

For instance, at

times the recall of a tonal quality of a response would have
indicated a supportive strategy but because the .response
technically fulfilled the description of a confrontive strategy in the scheme, it would be coded

a3

confrontive.

At
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shere the therapist is supportive and the client responds in
1
a passive style did not occur as -¥requ
as the other
.
e n+J~Y

However, the catagory should not

three combined styles.

be eliminated because of its infrequent appearance in the
process of the session.
transition~

Indeed, its appearance in style

illustrates a dimension which might otherwise

have been overlooked.

In short, the times the combined style

does materialize appear to be more or less undirected segments
of the

intervi~w.

the other

The rapidity with which either one or

p~rticipant

changes styles seems to validate some

interactionists' claims that an interaction must be directed
or it will come to a standstill.

(Stone, 1970: 396)

Despite these problems with the methodological model
imposed on the data, certain advantages of maintaining a
rigorous analysis have been clarified.

For example,-the

measures obtained enable the researcher to confirm or disconfirm various impressionistic conclusions.

In addition,

by separating form from content, the scheme could possibly
be used to analyze a variety of dyadic encounters such as
occur in everyday conversations, between a doctor and patient
or between a lawyer and his/her client and compare the forms
and changes in forms to advance conclusions which would not
be confined to a specific tYPe of dyadic encounter.

Further,

the value of the scheme could be enhanced by interviewing

each participant after the encounter about his/her perception
of the encounter's separate contents such as information
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exchange as a check on

t~e

reliability of the analysis

in regard to capturing the meani

of the interaction.

particular, this would be useful with respect to

ask~ng

In
the

supportive therapist to identify the segments of an interview
he or she considered attempts to persuade the client to
change a stance.

One other suggested use of the scheme

concerns the possibility that negotiations studied on a
longitudinal basis from the beginning to the end of a
therapist-client relationship might suggest alterations in
the methodological scheme.

In concluding this section, it

should be noted that the scheme does appear to validate that
the contextual method alone may be a useful tool for analyzing
(Scheflen, 1965)

social interaction.

Theoretical Contributions
The following discussion will consist of three sections.
First, the

~ualifications

this study suggests for earlier

conclusions about therapy sessions will be identified.
some

ide~s

Then,

about how a therapy session contrasts with every-

day conversations will be suggested.

The last section will

consider the concept, ''defining the situation," in reference
to a therapy session.
As

~utlined

in the first chapter, Scheff

discuss~s

one

type of negotiation in his analysis of a therapist-client
encounter.

(1966)

The negotiation pinpointed by Scheff

is the client's change of stance with respect
onsibility for a problem with her husband.

~o

her resp-

He also attributes
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the

~lient's

change to the control of the interview by the

psychotherapist.

Two findings of the present study qualify

what Scheff addressed and two other coriclusions amplify his
concept of negotiation.

Th~

qualifications identified

include the possibility that a negotiation may not occur in
Scheff's sense of the word.

That is, in a persuasion attempt,

a client may not change his/her stance but may instead attempt
to control the interactional flow or struggle over the control
of the interchange with the therapist.

In

~hort,

the client

does not always change his/her stance in a decision-making
phase of a therapy session.

Indeed, upon occasion, the

therapist alters his/her stance in the persuasion process.
In addition to Scheff's type of negotiation of a verbalized
stance, at least two other types of negotiation can be
observed in therapy encounters:

the vacillating interpre-

tations about whether a response is to be considered as information or as opinion, and the reciprocal change of styles
by therapist and client.
Another article's stance qualified by this study is a
contribution by Haley (1959).

Haley maintained that both

directive and nondirective therapists employed techniques
so that clients could not gain control of the session.

With

his framework, Raley, as Scheff, would have some difficulty
explaining wny so many clients today appear sophisticated
enough that they argue, disagree, and fail to yield in
persuasion attempts promoted by

th~

therapist.

In short,
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~ley

could not explain the apparent control wielded by some

clients in therapy sessions.
analysis here, there are

In addition, according to the

tim~s

a client can and often 1oes

in the interview when

asse~t

control.

For instance,

a client may refuse to be pressed into making a decision
desired by the therapist.

Also, a client does not have to

agree but may disagree with therapists' opinions.

Finally,

a very passive client can effectively use pauses and hesitations with the result that the therapist has little, if
any information, to utilize in controlling and directing
the interview further.

Thus, the study here may not only

have delineated negotiation more clearly than in past studies,
but it may also have amplified the scope of what is considered negotiable in therapy sessions.
Since no empirical comparison was included in this
study, a comparison of dyadic therapy encounters and everyday encounters between two persons will be confined to
contrasting the general findings of this study of therapy
sessions with comments of Speier in an analysis of everyday
conversation.

Some remarks of Speier appear to be quite

accurate in describing therapy sessions.

For instance, his

comment that topical discussions are a method whereby a
conversation is structured and ordered is also
invoked in most therapy sessions.

In fact, the choosing

of topics is devinitely one maneuver clients can employ to
order conversations as they desire.

There is one topic,
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however, that distinguishes some therapy sessions from conversations; that topic is the .issue of terminating the therapist-client relationship.

The discussions on terminations

and related issues such as setting the length of time the
client should see the therapist illustrate the basic contractual
aspect of therpy encounters.

That is, implicitly, if not

explicity, therapy sessions are supposed to be goal-directed.
Accordingly, therapy as opposed to everyday encounters can be
more appropriately explained by a bargaining model in which
behavior is viewed as goal-directed and outcomes are considered
dependent on initial conditions of the contract.
and Deutschberger, 1964: 452)

(Weinstein,

In short, negotiated contents

are probably more likely to occur within a contractual framework such as that circumscribing a lawyer and his/her client
or a therapist and client rather than other frameworks such
as a conversation between friends.
There is also some indication that negotiation of
styles may transpire more frequently in therapy sessions.

In

face-to-face communication, Speier notes, one common pattern
has been identified by Sacks as the chaining rule.

That

is, whoever asks the first question also asks succeeding
questions.

Thus, Speier contends that the initial questioner

exercises "considerable interactional control over conversational development."

(Speier, 1973, 98)

Chaining was evi-

dent only in a minority of the therapy sessions.

Indeed,

in most interviews, as can be seen in the flow charts,
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stylistic

ch~nges

occurred so oftec that the chaining rule

could not dominate the interaction.

If Speier's characteri-

zation of everyday communication is somewhat accurate, then
negotiation of styles may be more or less confined to dyadic
encounters within particular contractual frameworks.

None-

theless, all these suggested contrasts of face-to-face communication and the same kind of communication within the confines
of a therapy session could be empirically confirmed or disconfirmed by comparing the two types of dyadic interactions with
a single methodological model.
A final theoretical extension of the findings about
therapy session reflects on the relevance of the concept,
definition of the situation.

The process of defining the

situation involyes ascribing to each player a particular
character in that particular interaction.

So, the process

can also be a method by which one interactant acquires control over the interaction (Goffman, 1959: 3-4), such as

a

.situation where the characters are defined as dOctor and
patient.

Joan Emerson has described the usual doctor-

patient relation as a medical definition of the situation.
By observing gynecological examinations, she concluded that
a certain ambiguity existed as to whether the situation would
be

~efined

1970: 80)

in medical terms or on personal grounds.

(Emerson,

In addition, Emerson maintained that ''situations

differ in how much effort it takes to sustain the current

definition of the situation." (1970: 75)
Similarly, in therapy sessions there often appeared
to be some shifting between defining the situation as an
interaction between a therapist and a client or as a conversation between friends.

This conflict was discussed with

the researcher by at least three of the six therapists.
The ambivalence of the definition of the situation -the
vacillation between two contradictory definitions (Hajda,
1968) - plagued the therapists who utilized supportive styles
more often than the therapist who would unly infrequently
employ supportive strategies.

Indications within the inter-

view illustrating discomfort of therapists with a friendly
or personal rather than a professional or therapeutic definition of the situation were mostly variations of attempts to
redefine the situation.

For instance, in one interview where

the therapist was more or less a listener and the client
quite talkative, the therapist began to confront the client
with opinions toward the end of the interview.

A more drastic

method used by a therapist disturbed with the nonprofessional
definition of the situation was attempting to persuade the
client to either quit therapy or continue therapy on different
grounds.

At

oth~r

times, a therapist will resign

him~herself

to friendship with a client and transfer the client to another
therapist for "therapy."

Therapists who are in the main con-

frontive may simply demand that the client maintain a patientlike role or refuse to listen to contributions from the client
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which are not in accord with a therapeutic definition of the
situation.

In short, this type of therapist redefines the

friendly interaction into a therapeutic one more quickly
and more successfully than does the therapist who is supportive
in the main.
In conclusion, the findings discussed in this thesis
definitely support the stance that interaction in itself is
a feasible arena for sociological investigation.

As indicated

in the first chapter, the study of negotiation was simplified somewhat due to the confinement of its occurrence within
a structural framework,

the therapist-client relationship.

In spite of the ambiguity noted in this

particul~r

relation-

ship, the potential for ambiguity in interaction would
probably increase with situations occurring outside of some
structural framework.

In short, what is negotiable may be-

come much less certain in face-to-face behavior without definite boundaries as to who the participants are, what they
are supposed to do, and so forth.

Nor.etheless, this study

has indicated that explorations into negotiation even within
a structural framework may produce findings which can be
tested and perhaps modified vithin similar or other diverse
structural situations.
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